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Facility celebrates jobs program
by Lisa Gallagher
News volunteer writer

The BG NrwUNatkaa Wallace

Job placement services trainer Kenneth Kritzar, left, offers advice on the best ways and places to find a Job to Dave Bodl and
Brcnda Rummeo. Through bis job at the Wood County Work

Center, Kritzar teaches people about overcoming their fears and
personal problems to develop the skills, strengths and attitude to
have and maintain a job.

The Wood County Work
Center, a facility to help those
dependent on government
funds, will celebrate the 10th
anniversary of its job-training
program in January.
The jobs program - one of
the first programs of its kind
in Ohio - was developed to
help people on public assistance find jobs.
In 1992, 370 people participated in the education and
training program, and 160 of
them obtained employment.
"Our goal is to break their
dependence on the [government] system," said Ruth Larabee, director of the Department of Human Services.
The first part of the program helps people who are illiterate or have little education receive high school equivalency diplomas.
"We have GED [high school
equivalency] classes available
right at the work center," Larabeesaid.
Some of the GED graduates
go on with their schooling,
some to technical colleges,
others to state universities.
The work center helps students get educational grants
from colleges and from the
Private Industry Council, a
business group in Lucas and
Wood counties.

The Wood County
Work Center
illiterate

and how
I .i job.'

"We help them find assistance, but we try not to do
things for them," Larabee
said.
The center pays for transportation to the classes and
day care for the students'
children.
After students receive a diploma, the second step is to
find them jobs.
Ken Kritzar, the job trainer
at the work center, helps people decide what they do best
and how they can get a job.
"My primary position is to
teach job-seeking skills," he
said.
Another part of Kritzar's job
is to help people deal with
their emotional problems or
get past what Kritzar calls the
"four D's."
"People get down, depresses WORK CENTER, page 3.

NATO successful Remaining Davidians
infightfor peace stand trialfor killings
by ference Hunt
The Associated Press
BRUSSELS, Belgium - President Clinton
claimed "two giant steps" for global security Monday with a breakthrough agreement for dismantling Ukraine's nuclear arsenal and NATO approval of a plan for unprecedented cooperation with
former foes in Eastern Europe.
Separately, Clinton told reporters, "I can't say
there was any conclusion reached except that I do
believe we'll stay with our present policy."
Clinton called the Ukrainian agreement a "hopeful and historic" advance. And he also hailed the
offer of greater cooperation with former Soviet
bloc nations though some of them wanted more.
"It is time to begin welcoming these newcomers
to our neighborhood," he said.
Before going to bed, he strolled the historic
Grand-Place with his national security adviser,
Anthony Lake, stopping in an antique store. Clinton
said he had urged his dinner companions not to
change course on Bosnia. He said he solicited advice about Russia, where he spends three days be-

ginning Wednesday.
The upbeat mood at the 16-nation NATO summit
was clouded by lingering division over how far the
West should go to stop the war in Bosnia
The leaders moved toward renewing their unfulfilled threat of air strikes against the Serbs if they
continue to shell Sarajevo and block U.N. humanitarian relief convoys.
French President Francois Mitterrand urged
reinforcement of U.N. troops in Bosnia. Clinton
cautioned that if NATO renews its military threat,
"We have to mean it. ... If the situation does not
improve, the alliance must be prepared toact."
"As Bosnia struggles through another desperate
winter of war, we face very serious questions
which cannot be resolved today," British Prime
Minister John Major said.
There were questions about how fast Kiev would
scrap its 1,800 warheads and whether the Ukrainian parliament could block disarmament as it has
in the past.
And NATO's new "Partnership for Peace" for
See NATO, page 3.

Hall changes managers
by Leah Barnum
News staff writer

just begun, Priesman said.
"The service to the students
remains exactly the same," Atkinson said. "It's just a rearrangement of duties within the
current staff."
The change occurred when
Erik Strom resigned as complex
coordinator and accepted a job as
general manager of the Residence Inn in Westlake, Ohio, Atkinson said. Strom worked in the
hotel business prior to working at
the University, he added.

Founders Hall is under new
management this semester, but
the change will not affect the residents, according to the residence hall's temporary assistant
complex coordinators.
Jim Atkinson, former director
of the hall, is now the temporary
assistant complex coordinator.
A.J Priesman, the former assistant director of the complex, is
also temporarily managing the
residence hall. A national search
The two temporary assistant
for a permanent replacement has complex coordinators are doing
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more of the same work they did
as director and assistant director
with a few added responsibilities,
Priesman said.
Daniel Elliott, director of Offenhauer Towers, is also contributing to the management of
Founders Hall, she said.
"[Residents] probably won't
notice the change - except students who knew Erik and came
down to talk to him," Priesman
said.
The position of complex coordinator will be restored as a
permanent position by fall semester, she said.

Safety of small commercial planes has been a subject of debate. There were
seven fatal crashes Involving planes capable of carrying 30 or fewer passenger
in 1992.
□ Page five.

by Kelly Shannon
The Associated Press

SAN ANTONIO - Jury selection began Monday for 11 surviving Branch Davidian members,
11 months after the shootout outside the sect's compound that
killed four federal agents and
started a seven-week standoff.
U.S. District Judge Walter
Smith questioned a panel of 80
prospective jurors Monday after
shedding his black judicial robe
to keep from "intimidating"
them.
The defendants - 10 men and
one woman - sat attentively as
the judge asked questions. Each
stood and smiled, or nodded
briefly, as their attorneys introduced them.
Testimony is expected to begin
mid-week and last for two
months.
Twelve jurors and six alternates are needed to hear testimony on the charges that the 11
followers of doomsday prophet
David Koresh conspired to murder federal agents during a raid
on the religious group's compound near Waco on Feb. 28.
The case pits the prosecution's
evidence of tape recordings, law
enforcement testimony and the
group's stockpile of weapons
against defense claims of excessive government force.
Outside the presence of the
-* f-:.■.■■■
jury pool. Smith hinted at the
AP Photo Bobby Sajicaei
legal argument expected to come
over self-defense.
Francis Summer It removed by officials after her second attempt to
"I think it's a very iffy thing at enter the federal courthouse In San Antonio Monday, where potential
best," he told lawyers. "I don't jurors were being Interviewed for the trial of 11 surviving Branch
c muniiki
-i Davidians. Sommer wanted to view the proceedings, but because of a
£>ee

UAVTUIAN,

John Bobbin testified he
"felt a couple of Jerks" before his wife sliced off his
penis with a kitchen knife.
Mrs. Bobbin is charged
with malicious wounding.
Q Page seven.

page 7.

Umlted num0er

of seats was turned away.

The men's basketball
team dropped a 65-62
heartbreaker to Kent State
University Saturday. Head
coach Jim Larranaga felt
that turnovers were the
main culprit in the teams
first MAC loss.
□ Page nine.

Cloudy. A chance of light
snow or freezing drizzle
early. High in the lower 30s.
Southwest winds 10 to IS
mph. Chance of precipitation 40 percent. Tuesday
night, cloudy. A chance of
snow after midnight. Low in
the lower 20s. Chance of
snow 40 percent.
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Seat belt law is
unconstitutional
The right to choose has been a foundation of
America since John Hancock put pen to paper
over 200 years ago.
Many individuals have fought their entire lives for
the basic freedom of choice. Even today that fight is
constantly being waged in the courtroom and on the
street to keep the ability for every American citizen
to make their own decisions.
One choice that has disappeared almost without
any fight concerns the seatbelt law adopted by the
state of Ohio.
This law violates the essence of what every American citizen takes for granted, the freedom of choice.
Can a driver, who by one of the SO states has been declared competent and knowledgable enough to be issued a driver's license, be restricted to wearing a
device that will save his/her life?
Perhaps the answer is yes. If drivers will not take
the responsibility into their own hands to make the
choice that could save their lives, then it is the responsibility of the state to make a law that will make
them choose to wear the belt.
Evidently, the state, by passing the law, does not
believe that the general populace that drives a car
has the ability to make a logical choice. Like the
countries that cling to the power associated with
communism, the state of Ohio wants to make that
choice for you.
This law is a loss of freedom to each and every citizen of the United States.
The only way a law of this type, which limits a citizen's freedom of choice, would be justifiable is if it
would affect the life and wellbeing of another individual. Advocates of the seatbelt law would argue
that the life of the driver and its passenger is at
stake.
Both individuals have the ability to make the conscious decision to buckle up or not. And in the unfortunate event of an accident, the only person who
would be injured or killed is the individual who chose
not to buckle up. Not any other person.
For this reason, the seatbelt law is a blatant violation of a basic American right, freedom of choice. It
is a violation that could cost you $50 if caught. It is a
violation that could cost you additional losses of
freedom if allowed to go uncontested.
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Focus blurred on Hubble flaw
When the Hubble Space Telescope was put into orbit in the
spring of 1990, astronomers
around the globe could barely
contain their glee. The Hubble's
primary mirror - about half the
size of the largest telescope on
earth - was supposed to offer astronomers their clearest view yet
of the most distant objects in the
universe.
But when scientists attempted
to use the orbiting telescope,
they discovered that the mirror
contained a serious flaw that
caused the images of stellar objects to appear blurred, rendering the $1.6 billion telescope virtually unusable.
In what seemed an obvious
effort on NASA's part to defuse
criticism for a bungled project,
the agency recently sent the
space shuttle Endeavor aloft to
attempt to repair the telescope's
embarrassing problems.
Throughout the mission, the
media stubbornly kept public attention focused on how "disappointed" government officials
were to discover the Hubble's
mirror was flawed - as though no
precautions could have been taken to ensure that the telescope
would function properly before it
was launched.
A telescope mirror, however,
must undergo continual testing
throughout the grinding and polishing phases of its production,
thus making it impossible for the
manufacturer not to have known
of a serious defect.
A recent investigation by
NASA has turned up evidence
which shows that the manufacturer of the mirror, the ElmerPerkin Corp., was most likely
aware of the flaw long before the
finished mirror was ever delivered to the government.
In testimony before Congress,
Bill Colvin, NASA's Inspector
General, states, "Obvious evi-

Several years later, a $1.4 billion
Jupiter probe experienced a
jammed antenna that compromised its mission. Last August, a
$1 billion space probe disappeared without a trace while

John
Bernard
dence of errors existed at all
stages of the manufacturing process. Yet...no serious attempt
was made to resolve the source of
these errors" (NYT12/7/93).
The government investigation
also relied on the findings of independent optical experts who
described the actions of the mirror's manufacturer, as
"reckless," "irresponsible,"
"grossly negligent," "unconscionable," and "criminal" (NYT
12/7/93).
But why would the U.S.
government spend $1.6 billion of
taxpayers' money on an instrument which apparently was not
subjected to even the crudest
quality controls - especially
since the telescope would be so
difficult to repair once in orbit?
And isn't it a little odd that a
government contractor would attempt to pass off a defective mirror on scientists whose experiments would require greatest accuracy? After all, a flawed telescope mirror is not the kind of
thing that can remain hidden for
long.
The answers to these troubling
questions might lie in NASA's
string of recent failures. In 1986,
seven astronauts perished when
the space shuttle Challenger was
consumed in a fiery disaster that
cast doubt on NASA's ability to
launch manned space flights.

NASA, in other words, had everything to gain from an unnecessary mission to repair a purposely flawed telescope mirror and absolutely nothing to lose.
For its role in the affair, Elmer-

A telescope mirror, however, must undergo
continual testing throughout the grinding
and polishing phases of its production, thus
making it impossible for the manufacturer
not to have known of a serious defect.
heading toward Mars.
These failures have prompted
Congress to question the wisdom
of spending billions on space exploration, especially when our
national treasury seems chronically short of funds for extending
unemployment benefits, raising
levels of school funding, and financing proposals to stimulate
job growth.
Perhaps it was the threat of
impending budget cuts that motivated officials at NASA and
Elmer-Perkin - who surely knew
of the mirror's flaw - to launch a
telescope that would be unusable.
NASA officials probably
reasoned that an inoperable
telescope could serve nicely as
the justification for a heroic repair mission. After all, if the mission failed, the space program
would be no worse off than before. That is, still plagued with
the threat of budget cuts.
However, if successful, the repair mission would not only salvage NASA's damaged reputation, it might also convince lawmakers that continued government funding of the space program was still a worthwhile investment.

Perkin received not only the
profits from selling a shoddy,
overpriced mirror, it will also
certainly be allowed to bid on future government contracts which
could prove even more lucrative
that the Hubble fiasco.
Sound crazy? Perhaps. But if
it's so farfetched, then why did
the Justice Department recently
announce that all potential lawsuits against the mirror maker
would be dropped in exchange
for a paltry fine of $25 million?
Since the flawed telecope ini
tially cost $1.6 billion, and the repair mission is conservatively
priced at about $1 billion, that
means the total cost to taxpayers
for the Hubble telescope is over
$2.5 billion.
Yet the government-brokered
settlement represents a reimbursement to American taxpayers of only one percent of that
amount - a suspiciously light
penalty for a contractor accused
of defrauding the public and the
U.S. government. Crazy? Perhaps...
John Bernard currently resides
in Mountain View CA and is the
editor of the newsletter "Speak
No Evil..."
:

New changes loom on horizon
What the future will hold for this semester's crop of new students
We're back! Break is over, the
presents unwrapped, back into
the real world of enlightenment.
To greet us the snow fairy
poured down layers of white
stuff and breathed some cold
arctic air in our faces. Long lines
of cars and carts, unpacking
stuff we never used. New faces
stare bug-eyed with awe at the
upperclassmen. They don't
speak, afraid their words will
come out wrong. At last the parents leave, slipping money into
the hands of their anxious offspring (us). And then we have to
remember where we hid the
beer.
Free again. The new freshmen
huddle together outside smoking
now non-illicit cigarettes, their

first whiff of freedom. Then the
sky falls. Classes again. Study.
Homework. A blessing mixed
with a curse.
But then this is a new year,
we'll do better, study harder - for
maybe a week. Until the first
week-night party, then dazed and
confused we'll stumble into class
hung over, half asleep and then
we can kiss our hopes for an "A"
goodbye.
The new year. What changes
will it bring? Will President Olscamp become a visible employee
of the college? Will the Bursar's
office ever get the hang of their
computers and bill us right? Will
the NAFTA agreement actually
affect us? I don't think so. What
would there be to write about,

then? I think they do it on purFreshmen, hang in there, it
pose to make us think. This place only gets harder as the years go
is an academic institution run by by. Welcome back to everyone
lunatics. But then maybe we else, hopefully this year is better
than the last as we ease back into
this cold, windy splotch of humanity. Maybe this semester
someone can pass physics 201.
Hopefully no one dies of frostbite
or gets blown away by the wind.
And I hope that our awardwinning food gets better. Now
it's time to bundle up and trek,
over to the Bursar's office to
stand in line for an eternity to
shouldn't be so harsh, after all we sign my loan check.
don't do their Job (like they really
Guest columnist Tom Davidson
do theirs anyway) and maybe one
day one of us will. Then the one is a freshman creative writing
word we'll think of when we get major, the editor of the publication "The Madman's Diary."
that Job is AHHH..REVENGE!

But then this is a new
year, we'll do better,
study harder - for
maybe a week.
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ACROSS
THE STATE
Angry library patron opens fire
CLEVELAND (AP) -- Security
will be reviewed at the main
Cleveland Public Library branch,
where a patron who became
angry because he could not get a
book fired a gun into the air.
"The staff is concerned about
it," Norman Holman, deputy director of the 2H branch city library system, said Monday.
"They are probably looking a bit
over their shoulders."
A gunman shot three people at
the library in 1984. No one was
injured in Sunday's shooting.
The man became upset because librarians could not provide a book he wanted. He did not
know the author or title.
He fired a gun in the lobby and
then fled.
Police were not sure whether
he fired bullets or blanks. No

damage was found in the ceiling.
Unarmed guards are posted at
library entrances, and officers
also patrol other areas of the
building. Holman would not specify the number of guards on
duty.
He said library officials believed security was adequate.
They reviewed measures also
after the 1984 shootings but did
not change procedures.
Landlord shoots tenant after
being mooned
CLEVELAND - A landlord has
been arrested in the shooting
death of a tenant who dropped
her pants and mooned him during
an argument.
Edward Drewery was in jail
Monday on $25,000 bond. He was
charged with murder in the Saturday shooting of Shirley McCool

ACROSS
THE NATION
Princeton students celebrate
first snow fall in the nude

AP Photo Mlcluel Stephen.

Boxers Herbie Hide, Kft, and Michael Bentt fighting during a
news conference In London Monday for their upcoming bout for
Bentt's World Boxing Organization heavyweight title. Witnesses
said the trouble followed comments over a baseball hat one of

them was wearing. British-born Bentt, who now lives in New York,
and Nigerian-born British citizen Hide, are scheduled to fight In
the ring in London March 19.

NATO

WORK CENTER
Continued from page 1.

sed, discouraged and disgusted
when they can't find a job," he
said.
According to work center administrators, the average wages
of work center graduates is $6
per hour plus benefits.
"Many people who are on public assistance don't want to find
jobs because they don't get the
benefits they can get from the
government," Larabee said.
The work center also offers a
program it calls "Learning, Earning and Parenting" (LEAP),
which is aimed at keeping teenage mothers in school.
"It's very common for teen
parents to be on welfare," Larabee said. "If they stay in school,
they have a better chance of getting a job."
An incentives program gives
an extra $62 a month in grants to
teen parents who are trying to
finish school.

"We are one of the few places
in Ohio that has this type of an
incentives program," Larabee
said.
Roxanne Neifer, director of
I .RAP, said only women under
the age of 20 are eligible for the
program.
"Many of these girls have a lot
of difficulty staying in school,
and we are here to give them the
support and help they need,"
Neifer said.
The center helps participants
find day care for their children
while they are at school.
"We don't necessarily go out
and find them a day-care center,
but we refer them to a good facility," Neifer said.
Larabee said she feels the education and jobs program is of
great use to the residents of
Wood County.
"If we help one person get an
education, stay in school or find a
job, then it makes what we do
worthwhile," she said.

Conlinued from page 1.

military and political cooperation
with former Warsaw Pact rivals.

former Soviet bloc nations left
Poland and other Eastern
European countries still nervous
about ethnic rivalries, political
turmoil and aggressive words
from Russian nationalists.
On the arms deal with Kiev,
Christopher insisted that Ukraine's president, Leonid Kravchuk, could enforce it by executive order.
The agreement was concluded
after long and difficult negotiations among Moscow, Kiev and
Washington. Clinton will make a
detour to Kiev Wednesday on his
way to Moscow for a brief airport
meeting with Kravchuk.
On Friday in Moscow, Clinton,
Kravchuk and Russian President
Boris Yeltsin will sign the
agreement.

The membership ticket would
extend NATO's security protection to nations such as Poland,
Hungary, the Czech Republic and
others concerned about the rise
of Russian ultranationalists and
communists who want to reassemble Moscow's empire.
Clinton will go to Prague with
reassurances Wednesday. He
pledged that the new plan "will
lead to the enlargement of NATO
membership and will support our
efforts to integrate Europe."
NATO Secretary-General
Manfred Woerner said the message for Eastern Europe was
clear. "We shall not leave you
alone. We care about your security."

The centerpiece of the NATO
summit was the U.S.-sponsored
"Partnership for Peace" offering

Globe Furniture Rentals

PRINCETON, NJ -- At Princeton, they don't call it streaking.
The traditional run-in-the-buff
across the Ivy League campus to
celebrate the first snowfall is
dubbed the Nude Olympics.
Administrators disapprove of
the freezing frolic, which involved about 300 Princeton students on Tuesday. Men and women both disrobed and raced
around the grounds in 22-degree
weather, slipping and sliding on
the ice-covered pathways.
The runners were cheered by
hundreds of fully-clad colleagues
while music from the movie
"Chariots of Fire," blared from a
dormitory window.
Their torsos were bare, but
most wore shoes and socks, hats
and gloves. Some donned wigs.
One wore a football helmet.
"It was a mob scene," said student Danny Hoffman, who said
many of his naked peers had
been drinking.
Two students were taken to the
campus clinic. One had scraped
knees and the other was Intoxicated, said nursing supervisor
Connie Oldham.

college campus.
Nathan Mecham, 19, was
charged Monday with destruction of property between
Thanksgiving and Dec. 16 at
Snow College in Ephraim.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

FACULTY
STAFF
Your new photo I.D.
food charge option
is now effective for
purchasing meals &
snacks in all
campus dining
locations.
FOUNDERS KEEPERS
MCDONALD DINING CENTER
KREISCHER DINING CENTER
COMMONS DINING CENTER
HARSHMAN DINING CENTER
UNIVERSITY UNION

Science major livens up campus with bombs
SANDY, Utah - A science
major who police say was trying
to "liven up a boring week" was
arrested in three bombings at his

Student Recreation Center
Spring Learn-To-Swim Program

We sell previously rented furniture at remarkably low prices!*
LIVING ROOM
Sofas
Loveseats
Occasional Chairs
Sleep Sofas
Coffee Tables
End Tables
Entertainment Centers
Table Lamps
TV Stands
Student Desks

from $99.00
from 89.00
from 49.00
from 159.00
from 29.00
from 29.00
from 89.00
from
19.00
from 29.00
from
69.00

DINNING ROOM
3-piece Dinette
5-piece Dinette
BEDROOM
Headboards
Dressers
Mirrors
Nightstands
Twin Mattress & Box
Full Mattress & Box
Queen Mattress & Box

Saturday Mornings
January 15 - April 23
(no class; Feb 19. 26, Mar. 19. 26. Apr. 16)

from 3 69.00
from 89.00
from
from
from
from
from
from
from

Ages: 6 mos. - adult

9.00
89.00
9.00
29.00
59.00
69.00
79.00

excellent facilities, small classes, safe instruction*
Must Have SRC Membership Before Registering
$15 per participant
Registration Begins January 11 in SRC Main Office
Call 2-2711 for lnformalton

1244 Corporate Dr.. Holland. OH 866-6800
(1-475-Airport Hwy) Enter off Holland-SyK/ania Rd.
Monday, 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. • Tuesday - Friday, 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. • Saturday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

EDMWS ft
TICKETS
White Zombie tans will want to get up & get to Bullelhead
where any $10 purchase automatically registers them
(you) to win a FREE pair of Zombie tickets for the Wed.
Feb. 2nd show at the Toledo Sports Arena. Special Guest
is Prong, so this is bound to be a sell out show. Don't
stay buried in boredom! Dig yourself out and follow the
legion of Zombies to Bullethead. Bullethead has White
Zombie T's for $11, long-sleeved hooded T's for $21 &
wool hats for $11.
_„.T„„,„„
ON.,,
5TUFF,.,„
GREAT
PRICES ON
ALL STUFF!"
T's$10-$12.25
Long T's $17$18; Hats $7.25
Patches $3;
Bandanas $4.25
Stickers $1.75
Hours: OPEN
5 0 0
LEHMAN
STREET TUES-SAT
BOWLING OREEN, OHIO 41402
PHONE: llll L» •> • 1 t « » 12 TO 7PM

ULLETHEAD
CUTTING EDGE
MERCHANDISE

Churchilfe
A lucidly owned start

*k

CARTY RENTAL
316 E. Merry Apt. 3
353-0325

Now Leasing 94-95
School Year
IIouscs and Apartments

that has based its business
on traditional family values,

Very Close to Campus
All units furnished
Reasonable rates

while striving
to offer its
customers the highest

Apts. 9 and 12 month leases
Student Legal Service Standard
Lease Available

quality products with today's
necessary convenience
and prices.

Churchill's,.
located it 1141
South Main in
Bowling Green.

354-2526

WHERE ARE YOU GOING TO LIVE Q
'////
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Criminals get job skills
Wood County work program helps inmates build esteem
by Russ Eckard
News staff writer

The Wood County Department
of Human Services offers the
only program in Ohio where convicted criminals can enhance
their job skills while still in custody.
"Under the Wood County Jail
Industry work program, individuals considered employable are
assessed to determine their
needs and then are assigned to a
particular task," said Ruth Larabee, director of the Department
of Human Services.
The work is assigned to those
individuals who are either on
parole or incarcerated and on the
work release program. Their
work consists mostly of making
wooden crafts, especially furniture.
"We don't go out and find jobs
for these people; we just help
them learn a craft," Larabee
said. "The purpose of the program is not to treat people con-

encouraged to complete their education while involved in the
program.
"They work seven hours a day
so that if they want to go to night
school, they can," she said.
The program, implemented 18
months ago, has been a success
thus far, Harrison said,
"We currently have nine people in the industry program, but
we can have up to 18," she said.
"To date, we have had 63 people in the program and 22 of
and inmates to develop work ha- them have gone on to attain
steady, good paying jobs," she
bits and earn money.
Although the program is not a said.
large one, it is run as if it were
The program offers a sense of
just like any other small busigratification to all involved, Larness, Larabee said.
"This is definitely a business," abee said.
she said. "We have a contract
"We want to help these people
with the private industry council
and contracts with other local get back on their feet and back
into society," Larabee said. "If
manufacturers.
"Our program was designed to we can accomplish that, then
be self-sufficient within a few we've done our jobs, and it certainly feels good to know that you
years," Larabee said.
Harrison said workers are also had a part in it."

"We don't go out and find jobs for these
people; we just help them learn a craft. The
purpose of the program is not to treat people
convicted of a crime like outcasts, but to
give them a chance to restore their position
in society."
Ruth Larabee, director of Department of Human
Services
victed of a crime like outcasts,
but to give them a chance to
restore their position in society."
Industry Coordinator Jean
Harrison said the program also
offers many personal as well as
professional benefits.
"Most of the people in the program have a low self-esteem,"
Harrison said. "What we try to do
is build that by making the
workers feel proud of what
they're doing."
Harrison added that the program also allows probationers

MAJOR IN CAREER
SUCCESS THROUGH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Preferred Properties
8th & High - Rental Office
Located in Cherrywood Health Spa

&

Whether you're majoring
in a highly specialized area or
M^
seeki
seeking a broader liberal arts educa* tion, you can build a higher level of total
career potential: Join Air Force ROTC.
That one step distinguishes you above all others
in your field. It shows that you're serious about cultivating great long-term opportunities. It gives you
the chance to develop leadership skills that will serve
throughout your life. Call Capt. Nagley 372-2176

Leasing Summer & Fall
Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

You snooze, you lose!!!

Institute grants
BGSU prof top
education honor
A University professor has
been nationally recognized as
the 1993 Educator of the Year
by the American Institute of
A r c h i tecture Students.
Frank
Bosworth,
assistant
professor of
design and
visual communication
technology,
Bosworth
was honored
by the institute for his dedication to students and the teaching profession. He was chosen
for the award based on student
nominations from more than
150 affiliate schools with programs related to architectural
studies.
Bosworth said he is pleased
with the award because it
gives him an idea of how students feel about his teaching.
"The best thing about it is
that it's initiated by the stu-
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Bosworth said he has
worked on many architectural
projects for the community
and plans to continue working
on more. Currently he is looking for ways to improve the
Wood County Historical Museum facilities.
He teaches both graduate
and undergraduate leve
classes at the University, rely
ing on his expertise in archi
tectural design, land planning
development and cost con
tainment.
He earned his undergraduate degree at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and his
doctoral degree at Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
Bosworth is also a member
of the Designed Communication Association, the Society
for Humanities and Technology, and the National Association for Science, Technology
and Society.
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FREE
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dents," he said.

BGSU Food Operations
is currently hiring
BGSU Students
to work Spring semester.
Starting wage is
$4.35 per hour.
Apply at
the Dining Center
of your choice.
7:30 am - 8 pm
weekdays
and 10 am - 8 pm
weekends.
Commons
Founders Keepers
Harshman
Kreischer
McDonald

2-2563
2-2781
2-2475
2-2825
2-2771
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Planes' safety questioned
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An Investigator combs through the wreckage of a twin-engine United Express commuter plane Sunday that crashed Into a cinder block warehouse Friday night in Cahanna, Ohio. Five people died In the
crash that occured a half-mile from Port Columbus International Airport as the plane was preparing
to land.

State gives prison
additional money

WHEN YOU RIDE
DRUNK, ONE MORE FOR
THE fiOAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT MEANING.

what it was before the riot. They
could have done that months
ago," Forbes said in an interview.

by JohnChalfant
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - The State Controlling Board released an additional $12.6 million Monday to
reconstruct a riot-scarred cellblock at the state's maximumsecurity prison.
At the same time, the cost of
reopening L-block in the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility at
Lucasville was revised upward.
The price tag stood at an estimated $15 million in November.
The latest release of cash
brought the total approved so far
to $14.3 million.
Fred Forbes, state public
works director, said the original
$15 million was based on the
amount of money the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and
Correction had available at the
time for the project.
Forbes said the department
now is trying to find additional
money from other prison
projects that have not moved
ahead, and possibly from a state
capital improvements bill to be
introduced this spring.
"The whole thing is they don't
want to just restore Lucasville to

Instead, the reconstruction will
try to minimize chances of another riot, and reduce the probability that it could continue for
as long, or involve as many
prisoners and hostages.
Nine inmates and one guard
died in the 11-day riot in April,
the riot ended when 409 inmates
barricaded inside L-block surrendered.
Forbes said a tally of costs exceeding $15 million should be
available within two months.
"I am confident that it will be
in the several millions of dollars
as a minimum," he said. "You
heard me say as a minimum."
The board also released $2.1
million and waived competitive
bidding to hire the Sherman R.
Smoot Co., Columbus, as construction manager.
Another $1.7 million will come
from requests controllers approved in November.
The Controlling Board is made
up of six legislators and a president who represents the governor.

.Alcohol quickly affects your judgment,
balance, and coordination. Don'i
drink and ride. Or your lasl
drink mighl be your last drink1'
MOTOMYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION'"

WASHINGTON -- The
safety of small commercial
planes such as the one that
crashed Friday night near
Columbus, Ohio, has been the
subject of a long-running debate.
Government statistics show
those planes are five times
more likely than larger airliners to have a fatal accident.
Figures for 1993 will not be
available until later this
month. But in 1992, there were
seven fatal crashes involving
planes capable of carrying 30
or fewer passengers.
That works out to a rate of
0.243 fatalities per 100,000 departures, according to the
National Transportation
Safety Board. The 1992 rate
for larger airliners -- those
that carry more than 30 passengers -- was 0.052, NTSB
said.
Twenty-one people died in
commuter plane accidents in
1992, compared with 33 in accidents involving larger
planes that fly far more miles
and carry far more passengers than commuter flights.
The safety of the small
planes has been debated on
Capitol Hill and by federal regulators.
The Federal Aviation Administration has required
commuter carriers to install
devices to help pilots avoid
flying into terrain or colliding
with other planes. The Jetstream 41 that crashed in Ohio
was equipped with that mechanism and its warning was
heard on the cockpit voice recorder, the NTSB said Monday.
The House Aviation Subcommittee reported that

commuter aircraft are "far
more reliable, sophisticated
and larger" than short-run
planes used in the 1970s and
early 1980s.
Accidents for the small
planes are "quite rare events,"
the subcommittee wrote. But
"problems in pilot proficiency, judgment or training
... are a cause or contributing
factor in approximately twothirds of all commuter accidents."
Planes that carry 30 or
fewer passengers fly under
different rules than the big
commercial jets.
Commuter pilots are not required to train in flight simulators, as are jet pilots.
Commuter pilots undergo
less training than their
counterparts flying jets, complain of having to fly on less
sleep and on average are
younger and less experienced,
according to the Air Line Pilots Association. Pilots for
major airlines earn three
times what commuter pilots
earn, the union said.
The pilots' union has been
pressing to make all the rules
equal.
"There is really no reason to
have these substantial differences in requirements and
regulations," spokesman John
Mazor told The Associated
Press in December.
On Monday, the association
declined to be interviewed
about its concerns. Spokesman
David Mallino said the pilots'
union had to refrain from
commenting so as not to jeopardize its status as a party in
the investigation of Friday
night's crash. A crew of three
plus two of the plane's five
passengers were killed.

by John Nolan
The Associated Press

J. Kenneth Blackwell, the
former Cincinnati mayor and
Bush administration official chosen Monday to I
replace state
Treasurer
Mary Ellen
Withrow, said
he will run for
a full four-year
term
in
November.
Gov. George
Voinovich appointed the
Blackwell
45-year-old Republican to replace Withrow, who has been
nominated by President Clinton
to become U.S. treasurer.
Withrow will continue as
treasurer until she is confirmed
by the U.S. Senate, which could
come as early as next month.
"The secret of being a treasurer is being treasurer for a long
time, because that means you're
doing a good job," Blackwell told
a Cincinnati news conference. "I
want to be treasurer for a long
time."
Blackwell told reporters last
week he was interested in the
treasurer's job, but also would
like to be Voinovich's running
mate in November.
Voinovich, a Republican, is
seeking a second four-year term
as governor. Lt. Gov. Mike DeWine is running for U.S. Senate.
Blackwell said Monday he was
not disappointed with the way
things worked out.

To Apply for
the 1994-95
STEP 1 Team
If you are in to promotions,
presenting information, planning
events and activities ...
STEP 1 has a place for you.
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Man. ■ Jn.ll 6
Sai 11 S

great Look} at a fraction of the Cost

Greenbriar Inc.
Check Out Our Fall 1994 Listings!
Columbia Court Apartments
East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses

224 E. Wooster

The Associated Press

Voinovich
appoints
new state
treasurer

352-0717

Put your Skills & Interests to
work - Apply for STEP 1.
Applications available now
through January 21
Call 372-2130 or
stop in 310
Student Services
STEP 1 encourages peers to consider, talk honestly about.
and develop responsible habits, attitudes and lifestyles
regarding alcohol and related issues.
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Gay right activists
endorse candidates
by Son|a Barlslc
The Associated Press
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CINCINNATI - A political action committee
said Monday it will work to identify and defeat
candidates endorsed by gay-rights activists.
The announcement came a day before the City
Council's law committee is to consider repealing a
human-rights ordinance that includes equal-rights
protections for homosexuals.
Five of the candidates who won seats on the ninemember council in November were endorsed by
Stonewall Cincinnati, a gay-rights group.
During the same election, voters approved a ballot issue amending the city's charter to bar the
council from enacting or enforcing laws that ban
discrimination in employment or housing on the
basis of sexual orientation.
Scott Ross of the American Family Association
PAC of Ohio said Monday he believes most voters
did not know which council candidates were
backed by gay-rights activists.
"We believe the average voters will be deeply
offended when they understand what the homosexual agenda includes," said Ross, executive director of the group based in Bethel, 25 miles
southeast of Cincinnati.

NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS
Prout
M-F 7 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Falcon's Nest
M-F 7 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bowl-n-Greenery M-F 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
M-R 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Pizza Outlet
M-F 11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Pheasant Room
M-F 11 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
M-R 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Weekends
Falcon's Nest
Bowl-n-Greenery

He said the group will make certain all voters
know which candidates have been endorsed by
gay-rights activists. It also is trying to collect signatures of 25,000 voters who will pledge not to
support candidates endorsed by gay-rights activists.
The "claim that the vast majority of voters had
no idea which candidates were endorsed by Stonewall is ridiculous," said Kelly Malone, cochairwoman of Stonewall's board of directors. "We
want the public to know who we endorse."
She said the endorsements were covered by local
media and that candidates endorsed by Stonewall
must agree to mention that endorsement along
with their other endorsements.

Abortion law challenged
State clinics lose fight to change notification laws
"The state of Ohio has taken a
very dim view of women's rights
and I, for one, am not very proud
to be living here," Ms. Westfall
said.
Defendants were Cuyahoga
County Prosecutor Stephanie
Tubbs Jones and Cleveland
Heights Prosecutor John Gibbon.

by Rich Harris
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - A coalition of
clinics on Monday lost a challenge to a state abortion law, but
the director of two clinics said
she will continue to fight abortion restrictions.
The U.S. Supreme Court on
Monday refused, without comment, to consider a challenge to
the way Ohio judges enforce a
law requiring teen-agers who
seek abortions to tell a parent.
The justices left intact rulings
that said the clinics and a doctor
lacked legal standing to sue.
Carol Westfall, executive director of the Cleveland SurgiCenter and Akron Center for Reproductive Health, said the law is
"a travesty in a state ruled by
Republicans," since conservatives might influence the election
or appointment of county and appeals court judges.

The challenge decided Monday
attacked the law as it is being applied. Opponents had claimed in a
lawsuit filed in Cleveland in 1992
that the Ohio Supreme Court had
given judges free reign to deny
bypass petitions "for any reason
whatsoever."
Monday's decision effectively
closes that avenue of attack, but
Ms. Westfall said she would support appeals on another issue - a
state law requiring that women
wait 24 hours before having an
abortion.
The Ohio Supreme Court last
week declared constitutional a
law requiring women to receive
counseling and a state-produced
pamphlet at least 24 hours before
an abortion is performed.
The decision could be appealed
to the U.S. Supreme Court.
"The law implies women don^t
have a brain and can't make up
their mind," Ms. Westfall said.

Ms. Tubbs Jones was out of her
office Monday and could not be
reached, a secretary said. Gibbon
did not immediately return a
message.
Ohio is one of 20 states with
parental-notification laws. The
laws generally require doctors to
notify a parent before performing an abortion on an unmarried
girl who is under 18 and not selfsupporting.
Under the law, girls can obtain
a waiver of the notification requirement if they can persuade a
judge they are mature enough to
make the abortion decision on
Also joining in the case decided
their own or that an abortion is in
Monday were the Planned Partheir best interest.
The high court upheld Ohio's enthood Association of Cincinparental-notification law in 1990 nati, the Center for Choice II,
when opponents challenged the Women's Med Center of Dayton
and Dr. Lee I. Rubinstein.
way it was written.

COSMO'S

a) Italian suit
b) Italian car
c) Italian sub

COFFEEHOUSE
126 E. WOOSTER

STUDENT QUANTUM 90 HOURS:
Prout
M-F 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Falcon's Nest
M-F after 6 p.m. Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Bowl-n-Greenery M-R 4-7p.m.
Sun
11a.m.-2p.m.
Pheasant Room M-R 5-7p.m.
Pizza Outlet
M-F 6-11 p.m.

Ross was referring to a platform for "Lesbian,
Gay and Bi Equal Rights Liberation" that was published during a gay-rights march in Washington,
DC. last March.
"They want to lower age-of-consent laws for sex,
... legalize same-sex marriages, ... teach homosexuality in the school systems starting in grade K,"
Ross said.
Ross said the group is focusing on Cincinnati
elections but eventually may get involved in other
Ohio races.
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Suits go ouc of style. Can break down. Bui a hot Italian sub. now that's
something thai will keep you satisfied. So try our new Italian
Steak Sub. new Pizza Sub or hearty Meatball Sub all with Carm's
Marinara - authentic sauce from a recipe by our founder's
own mother. Six-inch Subs stan at just $1.69.
Now aren't you glad you took this test?
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Russia makes Lorena: Irresistable impulse
added reforms
his wife had over herself" after
he raped her that night.
Mrs. Bobbin is charged with
MANASSAS, Va. - Outside, malicious wounding for cutting
free samples of "Slice 'N off Bobbin's penis after he came
Weiners" were handed out. In- home from a night of drinking
June 23. If convicted, she could
side, John Bobbe sentenced to 20 years in
bin described
to a jury how
prison.
Her lawyers have argued she
his wife cut off
was driven by an "irresistible
his penis. Bobimpulse" caused by prolonged
bitt II began
Monday.
abuse.
Bobbitt testiAt first, Kimler said, Mrs.
fied he "felt a
Bobbin believed her husband
was "everything she thought she
couple of
wanted in a man." Within a
jerks" before
his wife sliced
Bobbin
month of their marriage, she
off his penis with a kitchen knife. said, a pattern of sexual, physical
He told the jury of seven women and verbal abuse emerged.
Bobbin, who is seeking a diand five men that he felt dizzy
after the attack but tried to col- vorce, contends his wife attacked
lect himself.
him because she was angry over
"I knew I was bleeding real his plans to leave her. He was acbad. I knew I had to get some quitted in November on a charge
help," he said. With both hands of marital sexual assault.
With T-shirt vendors outside
pressing against his groin, he
woke up a houseguest. "I didn't hawking wares that said
know how to explain it to him," "Revenge ~ How Sweet It Is" and
he said. "It was kind of embar- "Cut Me a Break," the jury was
empaneled after Commonrassing."
In her opening statement, de- wealth's Attorney Paul E. Ebert
fense attorney Lisa Kemler said and defense lawyer Blair HowBobbin "took away any control ard questioned a pool of 45 peoby AnneGearan
The Associated Press

the new parliament will be as obstructionist as the previous one
and prompt a new power struggle.
But Yeltsin's top aides seemed
nervous ahead of the parliament
session.
While Gaidar took on Zhirinovsky, presidential press secretary
Vyacheslav Kostikov warned
that Communists and extreme
nationalists were preparing to attack the Cabinet and new constitution.
Speaking at a Kremlin news
conference, Kostikov said Com-

by Deborah Seward
The Associated Press

MOSCOW - On the eve of the
opening of Russia's first postSoviet parliament, President
Boris Yeltsin's supporters
threatened Monday to prosecute
ultranationalists and blamed
Communists for the deaths of
millions of people.
Intended to mark a new chapter in Russia's young democracy,
the new parliament already is
deeply divided, with extreme
nationalists and Communists de-

"When you criticize the government and
speak of the imperfections of democracy...
look at your bloody legacy and draw your
own lessons."
Vyacheslav Kostikov, presidential press secretary
termined to undo Yeltsin's reforms.
Russia's Choice, the main bloc
supporting Yeltsin, said it would
try to make parliament members
face criminal responsibility for
statements that incite hatred or
violence.
The threat was aimed at Vladimir Zhirinovsky, whose Liberal
Democratic Party won 23 percent of the vote in last month's
election by promising to expand
Russia's borders and expel
dark-skinned traders from
southern former Soviet republics.
Yegor Gaidar, economics minister and Russia's Choice chairman, said some of Zhirinovsky's
statements could be punishable
by up to eight years in jail for
sowing the seeds of war.
Zhirinovsky fired back, telling
his party's 64 parliament members that his party would not accept a strong president and a
weak legislature.
Yeltsin's new constitution,
which was adopted by referendum Dec. 12, reduced parliament's powers and strengthened the president's. But the
president does not have the right
to dissolve parliament for at least
a year.
Russia's Choice will have the
largest faction in the 450-member lower house with 94 seats,
but Zhirinovsky's faction will be
second and the Communists a
close third with SO seats.
With no faction controlling a
majority, it is unclear whether

munists should remember they
bear the responsibility for 70
years of bloody rule. He urged
Communists to respect the conthe possible witnesses. Assistant
Continued from page 1.
stitution.
U.S. Attorney Bill Johnston read
"When you criticize the
the names of more than 150 posgovernment and speak of the im- want to waste time puning it in sible witnesses, including
perfections of democracy ... look their minds."
Branch Davidlan Kathryn
at your bloody legacy and draw
Four agents of the U.S. Bureau Schroeder, who originally was
your own lessons," Kostikov said. of Alcohol, Tobacco and charged in the killings and is exFirearms were killed and 16 pected to testify against the othYeltsin also reminded the na- wounded in a shootout when ers.
tion of Communist crimes by about 100 ATF agents tried to
formally pardoning the long- execute a search warrant. Six
To prove an excessive force
dead sailors and workers in- Branch Davidians are believed to claim, defense lawyers are exvolved in the 1921 Kronstadt upr- have died in the gun banle.
pected to point to the governising against early Bolshevik auKoresh then led followers in a ment's own findings.
thorities. The rebels demanded 51-day standoff that ended in a
*•*•*•*■*•••*•*••*•
economic reforms and were raging fire as FBI agents pum- ^
brutally suppressed.
ped tear-gas into the compound J
The pardon reflected history's and knocked holes in its build- +
power as a political weapon in ings. Koresh and at least 80 oth- #
Russia, but also indicated Yeltsin ers died during the blaze, at least *
and his aides were growing des- 13 by gunshots.
perate for ways to attack the
The trial was moved to San An- ?
(New Students Only)
Communists.
tonio because of extensive pub- +
Alexander Yakovlev, a former licity in Waco.
Mon - Thurs. 6:00pm
*
aide to Soviet leader Mikhail
The judge asked the potential *
Sat.
9:00am
Gorbachev, said Communists jurors whether they knew any of ^Veterans
were responsible for millions of
deaths.
Such revelations might have
caused a sensation at the height
of Gorbachev's rule, but they are
unlikely to impress Russians trying to cope with inflation and job
loss - the consequences of Yeltsin's reforms.

ple for about three hours.
Ebert asked whether the prospective jurors would be able to
put aside the jokes they may
have heard about the highly publicized case.
"We've all heard those, I guess,
but putting that aside do you recognize that this is a serious criminal matter?" Ebert said. All said
they did.

out "Slice 'N Weiners" and soft
drinks to the media crowd.

While women's groups have
said they believe Mrs. Bobbin's
story of battery, they don't
necessarily endorse her action;
instead, they hope the trial will
lead to more discussion about
violence in marriage.

Men's rights groups have also
The trial was expected to last weighed in, complaining emascuthree days.
lation is an improper source of
Kimler told the jury Mrs. Bob- humor.
bin lived under a "reign of terMrs. Bobbin, a native of Ecuaror" during the marriage, agreeing at her husband's insistence to dor, could be deported if convicted. Immigration and Natuhave an abortion in spring 1990.
ralization Service regulations
Ebert said it was Mrs. Bobbin call for a deportation hearing for
who approached her husband "in convictions of crimes of violence
an amorous way" when he came in which the penalty is five years
to bed early in the morning of the or more in prison.
attack.
Bobbin's penis was reattached
"You folks will have to judge...
as to whether or not what this after the attack. Dr. James Sehn,
woman did to her husband is jus- a urologist, said Bobbin is having
some discomfort as the nerves
tified or excusable," Ebert said.
regenerate. Bobbin can urinate,
A radio station from Norfolk, but it may be two years before
Va., about 200 miles away, sent doctors know if full sexual funcits morning team of disc jockeys tion will return, said Dr. David E.
to describe the scene and give Berman, one of the surgeons.

DAVIDIAN

8 Classes

HOWARD'S club H
352-9951

210 N. Main

Live Music Thurs.-Sat
Featuring BG's largest & coldest selection
of Draft Beer & Bottled Beer

for

$19.94

Happy Hours
Mon. - Sat. Noon - 9 p.m.
Sun. 2:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Watch for Daily Specials

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

The Communist Party had no
immediate reaction and said its
first order of business would be
to challenge the validity of the
new constitution.
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We're here when you need us.
We can help you with your:
• Airline Tickets • Tours
• Hotels • Cruises • Car rentals
• Group Travel Arrangements
• Amtrak • Charter Busses
Call us now for Spring
Break Reservations

M%//i iceisi:;

OPEN TUESDAY,
JANUARY 11
4:30 - 6:30 PM

Tower* West Restaurant
McDonald Dining Center
MofM.y-Fnd«v«:»«30

-jrS

F«culty/9< CtwoM & Quantum 00
«jnn Aoc«pl«d.

Welcome Back

Ihe little ftiop
Cards, Gifts, Clothing, School Supplies
Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.
University Union
372 - 2962

*****************
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Mendendez trial deadlocked Spanish monks
Judge orders jury to reconsider after weeks of deliberations
record chants
and hit charts
by Linda Deutsch
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - The jury deliberating a
murder charge against Erik Menendez reported Monday it was hopelessly deadlocked, but the judge ordered jurors back to
chambers to reconsider.
"We are deadlocked. Positions have essentially not changed after three weeks of discussion and debate," the jury said in a note
to Superior Court Judge Stanley Weisberg.
The foreman added: "I see no hope for
reaching a decision on any of the counts."
Weisberg told the jurors, in their 16th day
of deliberations, to resume deliberations and
see if they can break their impasse.
While the session convened with Erik's
jury, the judge temporarily suspended the
reading back of testimony for Lyle Menendez's jury so that all lawyers could be present for the announcement.
The brothers are charged with murder in
the Aug. 20, 1989, shotgun slayings of their

parents, Jose and Kitty Menendez in their
Beverly Hills mansion. They have separate
juries, and Lyle's Is in its 18th day of deliberations.
Lyle, who marked his 26th birthday on
Monday, was in court with his attorneys for
the reading of testimony.
The jury had asked to have 400 pages of
testimony from Lyle and his 23-year-old
brother read back.
The reading began at midmoming, and
Weisberg estimated it would take seven
hours for stenographers to complete the
task.
The court appearance of Lyle's jury for
the first time in a week revealed that one
alternate juror was missing from the panel,
apparently dismissed as the result of secret
hearings about an undisclosed personal
problem.
Weisberg forbid attorneys to discuss the
alternate's absence with reporters.
The testimony read to jurors began with

Lyle's account of growing tensions in the
household that led him to believe his parents
were planning to kill him and his brother to
avoid a sex scandal.
Lyle said he had confronted his father
about the continuing sexual molestation of
Erik and told him unless it ceased the brothers would go public. From that point on, he
said, his father's comments were ominous
and he had a sense of foreboding.
"I was feeling like a ghost, like we were
already dead," Lyle testified.
He told of asking his father for the phone
number of a tennis camp he might attend,
and Jose replied, "What does it matter anymore?"
"I took it as my dad's way of saying, 'You're already dead. You're not going to be going
to camp," he testified.
The brothers have said they killed out of
fear their parents would kill them and after
years of sexual and emotional abuse. Prosecutors say greed was their motive.

Oliver North to run for Senate
by JIM Lawrence
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Remember
Oliver North, President Reagan's
swashbuckling national security
aide? How about Bernadine
Healy, first female head of the
National Institutes of Health?
And Jim Watt, Reagan's antagonistic interior secretary?
Here they come again.
The Democratic takeover of
1992 is driving some two dozen
Reagan and Bush administration
alumni to plot possible returns to
the inner circle, this time as
members of Congress.
North and Healy are running
for the Senate and Watt is seriously considering it - proving
that even rough rides through the
capital wringer don't guarantee
future immunity to Potomac fever.
North, a central figure in the
Iran Contra scandal, was indicted and convicted on charges of
lying to Congress about the af-

gress are dismantling the Reagan
revolution, and must be stopped.
"We're about to adopt policies
that are very difficult to undo g for instance, socialized medicine," says former Reagan budget director Jim Miller, who's
competing with North for the
GOP Senate nomination in Virginia.
"They want to punish success
and reward failure," fumes
North Carolina House candidate
David Funderburk, who was
Reagan's ambassador to
Romania and later a consultant to
the Education Department.
Clinton's health-care reform
proposal is a major target for
most of these partisans, but far
from the only one. Out West
there's ammunition in the president's attempts to reduce subsidies and make other changes in
land-use policies.
The reforms would affect grazing, water, mining and timber.
The motivation of many is "Add all those up and they've basimple: They believe Clinton and sically written us off out here,"
the majority Democrats in Con- says Sy Jamieson, who was direc-

fair. The conviction was later reversed on technical grounds.
Watt was forced out after making a tasteless, politically incorrect joke. Healy, a Bush appointee, had several run-ins with
Congress and lost her job after
President Clinton's arrival, despite making it clear she wanted
to stay.
Senate candidates and prospects this year also include a
former labor secretary in Maryland; a former budget director in
Virginia; a former undersecretary of defense in New Mexico; and
Dan Quayle's former deputy
chief of staff in Michigan.
On the tentative House cast list
are two former ambassadors, a
former assistant army secretary,
the former director of an Interior
Department bureau, and at least
five former U.S. attorneys who
were appointed by Republicans
and promptly dumped by Clinton.

tor of the Bureau of Land Management from 1989-93.
He's looking seriously at running for Montana's single House
seat, while Watt may go for an
open Senate seat in Wyoming.
Tennessee native Bill Brock,
edging ever closer to a Senate bid
in Maryland, could be considered
overqualified for the job.
He's 63. He's been in the
House. He's been in the Senate.
He's been chairman of the
national Republican Party. He's
been the U.S. trade representative. He was labor secretary in
the second Reagan term.
And he wants to come back?
"I really am worried about the
course and direction of the country," Brock said. "We seem incapable of dealing with any problems."
Still, he admits, his friends
have been asking him: "What in
the world are you doing?"

by Claran Giles
The Associated Press

MADRID, Spain - A group of Benedictine monks have rocketed to the top of the pop charts with some genuine golden oldies
- Gregorian chants.
MTV has yet to press them for a music video spot, but the
celibate celebrities are feeling the media squeeze.
"You have to understand, we are monks, not rock stars," said
one reluctant friar at the 11th-century monastery in northern
Spain.
Compiled from previous recordings by the monks of Santo
Domingo de Silos, "The Best of Gregorian Chants" compact disc
has earned one platinum and two gold discs with 230,000 copies
sold since it hit record stores two weeks before Christmas.
The double compact disc sells for the equivalent of $21 and
features 38 selections, including some genuine golden oldies e dating back 1,300 years.
"You're telling me it was a surprise," said Jose Fernandez of
Madrid Rock, one of the Spanish capital's top music stores. "The
monks have always had relatively good sales in classical music
terms. But this time they struck gold."
For their part, the monks are ducking the cameras and reporters anxious for interviews, in an effort to preserve their quiet
corner of the world.
"I am very sorry but no one can talk about the recording," said
a monk who answered the telephone at the monastery which for
centuries has served as a rest stop for pilgrims on their way to
the shrine at Santiago de Compostela on Spain's northwestern
tip.
"We issued a statement after Christmas asking journalists to
refrain from calling us," said the monk, who declined to further
identify himself. "Things were getting out of hand here at the
monastery. You have to understand, we are monks, not rock
stars."
A Gregorian chant is the monophonic, liturgical music of the
Roman Catholic Church used to accompany the text of the Mass.
It takes its name from Pope Gregory I (590-604) under whose
reign the music was first collected.
"It's very unusual, the first time that we know of that a classical-type recording has ever made it onto the top 10, not to mention to No. 1," said Marisa Ruiz of EMI-Odeon, the company that
produced the record.
EMI's classical music chief Rafael Perez Arroyo said the
company plans to release another recording of the chants at the
end of the year. The CD has only been available in Spain, although Ruiz said there are plans to launch it internationally.
The recordings dating back to 1973 have been done at the
monastery in the tiny town on the high plains in north central
Spain. Perez Arroyo said some 25 of the monastery's 36 monks
in residence are in the choir, but usually only 16 to 20 of them
actually record since some are older than 90.
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Jniversity Bookstore
(Conveniently located on campus)

New and Used Textbooks
• SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
• CHILDREN'S BOOKS
• BEST SELLERS
• PAPERBACKS
• STUDY AIDS
• MAGAZINES
• CALCULATORS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BGSU SWEATSHIRTS AND T-SHIRTS
ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FILM & DEVELOPING
GREETING CARDS
BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
GIFTS

SPECIAL OPENING HOURS
Tues., Jan. 11
8am-8pm
Wed., Jan. 12
8am - 8pm
Thurs., Jan. 13
8am - 8pm
Fri., Jan. 14
8am - 5pm
Sat., Jan. 15
9am - 5pm
(Tues., Jan. 18 - Resume regular hours)

Closed

REGULAR STORE HOURS

Sunday, January 16
Monday, January 17 (Martin Luther King Day)

Phone: 372-2851

8am - 6pm Mon. - Thurs.
8am - 5pm Fri.
9am - 5pm Sat.
Closed on Sunday

The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose
of supplying the sudents with textbooks, classroom materials and to supply your college needs.
.
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Women's hoops runs past Kent
BG bounces back from tough Toledo loss
by Mark Leonard DeChant
sports editor

to come back after Toledo, and
Kent State is always tough."

When women's basketball
"It was being mentally ready
coach Jaci Clark asks her players and concentrating the whole
to jump, the Falcons respond time," Clark said. "I thought we
"how high?"
were very close to concentrating
And when she asks them to for a full 40 minutes."
The Falcons never trailed in
score some points, they ask "how
many?"
the game, although Kent (8-2
Six BG players scored in overall) stayed within striking
double figures and the Falcons distance for most of the first
hit 32-of-37 free throws Saturday halt.
With the score tied 10-10 early
en route to a 108-91 win over
Kent. Both teams are now 1-1 in on, BG went on a 19-7 run to take
a 12-point lead midway through
Mid-American Conference play.
BG (7-3 overall), which lost to the period. The Flashes battled
Toledo Thursday in its confer- back, however, cutting the lead
ence opener, showed no intention to 35-32 with 3:54 left in the first
of falling 0-2 in the MAC for the half.
Junior forward Michelle Shade
first time in 14 years.
"Definitely this should help us then snuffed the Kent rally with
mentally," guard Susie Cassell two consecutive jumpers, and
said. "This was a mental struggle two Tangy Williams free throws

sent BG to the locker room with a
44-36 advantage.
Then came the second half, or
The Race to Score One Hundred.
BG put 64 points on the board in
the final 20 minutes, while holding leads as large as 26 points.
When Cassell knocked in a free
throw with 2:32 left in the game,
the Falcons led 100-78, earning
their first triple-digit outing
while earning one of many ovations.
The basket-fest was hardly a
surprise considering the two
teams participating. Kent leads
the league in points per game
(93.6) and point margin (+16.8),
and is second in field goal percentage (44.0).
Kent likes to pressure the ball,
and convert turnovers into uncontested layups. But the Flashes
aren't the only MAC team that

can light it up.
"It's a matter of handling the
pressure," Clark said. "Our kids
make very good decisions under
pressure and I like the decisions
they make when we have good
numbers (on the break)."
"We did get into some turnovers there, but I'm not sure
(Kent) really capitalized at that
time," Clark said. "We were able
to hold or stay even. There was
no advantage gained."
Talita Scott hit 7-of-12 field
goals and 12-of-12 free throws,
and led BG in both points (26)
and rebounds (12). Cassell finished with 13 points on 6-of-7 foul
shooting.
Shade (12), Jenny Kulics (12),
J.J. Nuesmeyer (10) and Nicky
Heilmann (10) were the other
Falcons in double figures.

Albers returns from layoff
by Mark Leonard DeChant
sports editor

that both she and her trainers believed she was ready.

"I felt good Friday after my
Perhaps the most encouraging
sight in the women's victory over weight workout," she said. "I lifKent Saturday - save the final ted more weight than I thought I
score of 108-91 - was the return could lift. Annette (Davidson, asof All-MAC center Lori Albers.
Albers had missed the previous
seven games while rehabilitating
her right knee. The 6-foot senior
had arthroscopic surgery on the
knee Dec. 7 after an injury earlier that week.
Although she was not expected
to return to game action for another week, Albers explained

sistant trainer) and I decided we
would test it out."
"It was about 90 percent, so
why wait any longer?"
Albers, who has averaged over
13 points and 7 rebounds per
game throughout her Falcon ca-

"When you lose somebody you're not quite
whole. The players know that she's had some
hard luck and we're just glad to have her
back."
Jaci Clark

reer, showed very little rust in
her 1994 debut.
In 15 active minutes of play,
she shot 2-of-7 from the floor and
finished with 6 points, 8 reThe BG Newf nit photo/
bounds, 4 turnovers and 4 steals.
"I knew my shots and stuff Falcon center Lori Albers, shown here In a file photo, returned to acwere going to be a little off," she tion Saturday for the women's basketball team, Albers had missed
said. "I pushed a little too hard. I seven games while she recovered from a knee operation.
was kind of antsy, but I just
Accoring to Clark, the playing something that we have been
wanted to get back on the floor."
While Albers is one of Jaci time ususally devoted to Albers talking about," Clark said. "But
Clark's stars this season, the Fal- was offered to other players who Lori definitely added a a spark
cons didn't exactly flounder gained experience and confi- for us emotionally.
without her. BG went 5-2 in her dence.
"When you lose somebody,
"I think everybody really
absence, losing to Toledo and
stepped up their game, and that's you're not quite whole," she said.
nationally-ranked Vanderbilt.

Men lose in final seconds
by Mike Kazlmore
assistant sports editor
Execution - it is what separates the the good teams from
the bad ones. And Saturday
night it proved to be the difference in Bowling Green's 65-62
loss to Kent State.
The defeat dropped the Falcons' overall record to 6-4, 1-1
in Mid-American Conference
action, while the Golden Fal-

shes improved to 7-3 and 2-0 in
league play.
After mounting an inspired
second-half comeback in which
BG scorched the nets at a torrid 61 percent clip, the Falcons
were unable to connect on
either of their last two field
goal attempts.
With the score knotted at 62,
freshman point guard Antonio
Daniels (11 points, 7 assists)

took an off-balance 10-foot
jumper that could have put the
Falcons in control. Daniels'
shot, however, missed and was
corralled by KSU's Bill Davis.
Ten seconds later, Davis,
Kent's center, was fouled 20
feet from the basket by his
counterpart Shane Kline
Ruminski. Davis made good on
only one of his free throws and
BG found itself trailing 63-62

TktBCNrwiniepkwW

Falcon forward James Cerlsler (33) attempts a block in action from earlier this season. Cerlslcr
showed off his leaping ability Saturday when he scored a pair of monster dunks In BG'i loss to Kent
Cerlsler was perfect from the field and finished with 12 points.

L

-

with 25 seconds left in the
game.
The Falcons, out of timeouts,
never seemed to get organized
on the offensive end. After being cut off on his path to the
basket, Daniels was forced to
dish the ball off to Shane Komives. Komives (15 points) was
unable to get a good look at the
hoop as the Golden Flashes aggressive defense forced him to
shoot an off-balance turnaround jump shot.
Komives' shot rattled off the
rim and into the hands of Davis
who was immediately fouled
with nine-tenths of a second
left. Davis (9 points) drained
both of his foul shots to provide
the final margin of victory.
"We ran a set play twice in a
row at the end of the game,"
BG head coach Jim Larranaga
said. "The first time I think
that Antonio got a very good
shot at the basket. The second
time, I think they defended him
extremely well and forced the
pass to Komives."
"They were just able to execute a little better at the end.
And really, that's what it comes
down to every game, one team
just executes a little better."
The Golden Flashes were
clicking on all cylinders early
in the game as they pulled out
to an early 17-7 advantage with
just over ten minutes remaining in the half.
One of the reasons Kent was
able to grab the lead was because they were able to shut
down the inside play of KlineRuminski. Kline-Ruminskl,
who entered the game as the
MAC's fourth leading scorer at
19.8 points per game, was constantly double- and tripleteamed on his way to a seasonlow three points.
"You'd have to be the village
idiot to not know that in order
to beat Bowling Green you
have to stop Kline-Ruminskl,'
KSU head coach Dave Grube
said.
While Kline-Ruminskl was
the focal point of Kent's deSee MEN, page 13.

leers split series
against Flames
by Pat Murphy
News sports writer
The Falcon leers continued
their inconsistent play over the
weekend splitting a pair of
games with previous CCHA cellar dweller Illinois-Chicago. BG
won Friday 8-2, then lost Saturday 6-3.
The Brown and Orange, playing for the first time since
November with its original
lineup, pounced on UIC scoring
three goals in the first period
Friday. Jeff Wells got a shorthanded goal at 5:06 from Jason
Clark. Later in the period, Sean
Pronger netted his seventh goal
and freshman Kelly Perrault
added his third to stake BG to a
commanding lead.
The game's offensive star was
defenseman Todd Reirden who
notched his fifth goal of the year
and also had three assists.
The Falcons put together two
four-goal spurts, interrupted by
two goals by UIC.
Curtis Fry began the second
spurt with his seventh goal at
11:28 of the second period. Jason
Helbing returned after missing
nine games with an injury and
scored his fifth goal to add some
extra punch to BG's offense.
"We thought we came off the
break and played very well," BG
head coach Jerry York said. The
Falcons continued to get good
scoring opportunities on Saturday, however, they were unable
to cash in on many of them. "We
probably had better chances the
second game in the first period
then we did the first game," York
said. The Falcons fired 12 shots,
42 for the game, at UIC goalie
Jeff Featherstone but the score
remained deadlocked at zero
after the first period.
"They [scoring chances] weren't great, not in the high slot; he
made a lot of saves on slap
shots," Brandon Carper added.
At 4-51 of the second period the
Flames burned the BG net on
Brian Thibodeau's fourth goal.
UIC Increased its lead to two
when Chris MacDonald scored
his fifth goal from Thibodeau,
who finished with four points.

The Brown and Orange put two
shots by Featherstone into the
scoring zone in the second
period. Fry scored his eigth at
18:58 and less than a minute later
Tom Glantz added his fourth of
the season.
The Flames sizzled the Falcons
in the third period with four
goals. At 8:34 Shannon Finn
netted the game winner. Thibodeau sealed the BG defeat with
his second goal of the game.
Falcon Notebook Despite being
on pace to have its best conference record since 1986-87, the
Bowling Green hockey team is
finding its chances of capturing
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association title slipping away.
Michigan's 15-0-1 conference
start has left the rest of the
CCHA in its dust and fighting for
second place. The Wolverines' 31
points have given them a 10-point
margin over second place Michigan State in the standings with
the season only half completed.
Led by All-American goaltender Steve Shields - who became
the CCHA's all-time leader in
wins earlier this year - the Wolverines are staged to make a run
for the CCHA record in victories.
The 1984-85 MSU squad won 27
games and currently holds the
mark.
As a team, Michigan leads the
CCHA in scoring, goals against,
power play percentage and penalty killing. Four of the conference's top five-point scorers
skate for the blue and maize - including top goal scorer Mike
Knuble and All-American candidates David Oliver and Brian
Wiseman.
Michigan's initial meeting with
the Falcons this season resulted
in the only blemish in the Wolverine streak - a 5-5 tie at the Ice
Arena on Oct. 29.
Falcon coach Jerry York sees
no limits as to how far UM can

8°
"They are playing like Maine
did last year," York said.
Maine rode a similar streak to
the national championship last
season.
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Assailant caught on tape
The Associated Press
DETROIT - Investigators hope
to get a better look at the man
who attacked figure skater
Nancy Kerrigan by sending a
videotape of him to a laboratory.
"If we get a clear picture of the
person, that would definitely be a
step in the right direction," Deputy Police Chief Benny Napoleon said.
The videotape was taken
Thursday by a cameraman for
Inter-sport, a Chicago-based production company, seconds before
the attack and shows the attacker
squatting near the curtain when
Kerrigan pulls it open as she
walked off the skating rink. Napoleon said.
"You can see his face," Napoleon said. "You can see his
eyes. You can see his nose. You
can see his mouth."
Grace and Wild Studios Inc. in
Farmington Hills, a private
laboratory, will attempt to clarify the shot through digital enhancement, Napoleon said. He
said he was unsure how long that
will take.
He said police would wait until
then to distribute the videotape
of the man.
On Sunday, a videotape techni-

ri
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Cowboys* Smith
wins MVP award

cian from Olympia Arenas, because I was in the best shape 6 foot tall, and 190 to 210 pounds,
which operates Joe Louis Arena, of my life. Even with a couple of Napoleon said.
determined that the attacker was weeks off, I can get back easily, I
Another Intersport videotape
shows the attacker running down
white, Napoleon said. On Satur- hope."
Witnesses describe the at- a hall after he had hit Kerrigan,
day, police released two composite drawings of the man because tacker as being 35 to 40 years old, Napoleon said.
four witnesses described him as
white and two described him as
black.
Kerrigan was named to the
Olympic team Saturday, two
days after she suffered a severely bruised knee when she was
struck with a blunt weapon at
Cobo Arena following a practice
session. It forced her to withdraw from the U.S. championships.
The U.S. Figure Skating Association's international committee
named Kerrigan and Tonya
Harding to the Olympic team
after Harding skated to her second national championship.
Kerrigan has been told by doctors that she can return to skating next week and begin jumping
in two weeks. The women's
Olympic competition is scheduled for the last weekend in February.
Kerrigan said she began physical therapy Friday.
"The swelling has gone down a
AP pholo/Leonoi McClendon
lot," Kerrigan said. "It's not goNancy Kerrigan speaks during a news conference as she describes
ing to take so much to get back how she was attacked by an unknown assailant Thursday after a practice session at the U.S. Figure Skating Championships In Detroit.
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The Pet Place

Freshwater/Saltwater Fish
Reptiles, Small Animals, Birds and a
large selection of supplies for all pets.
Deliveries available

I

PRESENT THIS COUPON

13% Off

I WITH THE PURCHASE OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SANDWICH I
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTH ER OFFER
■

any purchase
with this coupon

J

EXP. 3/31/94

PERSONAL QUEST
(formerly IE Club 8)

*'

expires 5/6/94

S. Main St.
The Pet Place
The Pet Place

HI

352-2882 "

The Pet Place

HUNTING SEASON!

Sign up in the Student Recreation Center's Main Office
(during office hours)

Young passed for 4,023
yards and 29 touchdowns,
leading the league with a 101.5
rating. He overcame a thumb
injury that hampered him
early in the season and, in one
five-game midseason stretch,
led the 49ers to 190 points.
Jerry Rice, selected
Offensive Player of the Year
last week, was third in the
MVP balloting with 15 votes.
He was followed by Denver
quarterback John Elway with
10.
Dallas quarterback Troy
Aikman was next with three
votes.
Also receiving votes were
running back Marcus Allen of
Kansas City and quarterback
Warren Moon of Houston, two
each, and quarterback Phil
Simms of the New York Giants
and wide receiver Sterling
Sharpe of Green Bay, one
each. Smith, Young, Rice and
Sharpe were elected to the AllPro team last week. Smith
joined an illustrious collection
of ruining backs selected
MVP, including Jim Brown of
Cleveland, the first MVP in
19S7.

CIIARLESTOWN APTS.
AND

MID AM MA.M>l«
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Resident Manager 352-4380T
► <►♦♦♦♦•«

features
CAMPUS SHUTTLE
•
•
•
•
•
•

entire game, the Cowboys
were 12-1 this season.
"You could see the difference on the field from the first
time we played the Redskins,"
Jones said.
In his four NFL seasons.
Smith has rushed for 5,699
yards and 50 touchdowns. He
also has caught 189 passes.
Smith was aided in pursuit
of the rushing title by injuries
to rivals Barry Sanders, Barry
Foster and Thurman Thomas.
"If Barry (Sanders) was still
healthy, there would have
been no way I could catch
him," Smith said. "I guess
everything just balanced out."

•NOW RENTING*

352-9135

For more information call 732-7482 or 372-2711

r♦
X

WINTHROP
TERRACE
APT.
Make exercise a part of your life
Manage stress
Control weight
Make healthy food choices
Face new challenges!!

NEW YORK - Emmitt Smith
missed two games and half of
another. The Dallas Cowboys
lost all three, proving why
Smith is the most valuable
player in the NFL.
The Cowboys running back,
selected Monday as MVP in
voting by 81 national media
members, narrowly beat last
year's winner, Steve Young of
the San Francisco 49ers.
Smith, the league's leading
rusher for the third straight
season, received 26 votes,
while Young, the top passer in
the NFL, had 21.
Smith is the first Cowboys
player to win the award.
"It's a great honor because
it means you've done what
you're supposed to do and
done it as well as anyone,"
said Smith, who has won three
consecutive rushing titles. He
ran for 1,486 yards this
season, with nine touchdowns,
and caught 57 passes, with one
TD.
Only the third running back
since 1980 to be named MVP,
Smith held out through training camp and the first two
games of the season, which
Dallas lost to Washington and
Buffalo. The Cowboys (12-4)
also fell at Atlanta when Smith
bruised a quadricep In his
right leg.
"We're a different team
with Emmitt, that's obvious,"
guard Nate Newton said.
"He's our big-play guy, the
one we rely on."
After Dallas' first two
defeats. Cowboys owner Jerry
Jones couldn't put together a
$13.6 million contract fast
enough. The players were mad
at Jones, coach Jimmy Johnson was angry and the fans
were incensed.
With Smith available for an

The Pet Place
The Pet Place
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Welcome Back Students

I 50% OFF ANY SANDWICH I

522 E. Wooster 354-0111

The Associated Press

^Visual Advantage

1 & 2 Bedrooms available now
Funished and unfurnished
24 hour maintenance
Air conditioning
9 & 12 month leases
Gas for heating and cooking included

^E£
| 20772 Tontogany Crk. Rd.
VEL
Bowling Creen, OH 43402
■^
(419)823-3474
Banners. Baal Uttering • Logo Design • Magnetic Sig™ • Scanning • Specialty Signs • Vehicle
Lettering • Vinyl Craphics • Really Sign* • Traffic Control Sigm • Construction Signs
Visual Advantage: Signs By Design would like lo welcome all reluming and
new students to BCSU (or Spring '94.
As Alumni ol BCSU, we are familiar with the many events which go on
throughout the year.
In helping you better prepare for; show your spirit; or voice your opinion;
Visual Advantage introduces a variety of visual displays for:
■ Creek functions * organizational activities •
• rallies • special events • sporting events

'Restaurant
(Dozimtozi/n B. Q.

Call Visual Advantage: Signs By Design lor a complete list of prices on signs
and banners for your every occasion.

(

Welcome to BG!
• Cocktails • Snacks • Appetizers • Sandwiches •
• Complete Dinners • Mexican Food (Mon., Wed.) •
All You Can Eat Baked Chicken Dinner $5.95 (Tues.
• Prime Rib (Tues., Thurs., Fri.) •
• Smoke Free Room Available •

163 S. Main St. 352-2595
FAX: 353-5210
Mexican Fiesta
Mon. & Wed. Nights
Buy on Mexican Platter
• Receive 3 FREE Tacos!

Prime Rib Dinner
Buy one complete dinner
on Tues. & Thurs. and
receive a free
peanut butter pie

Enjoy our family style
Baked Chicken Dinner
Thursday night & we'll
include a small sundae.

Opened Face Roast
Beef Sandwich
Buy one & enjoy Salad Bar
at no additional charge.
Mon.-Fri. 11-2

■I

I
1/2 Price Dinner
Spaghetti Dinner
I Buy one complete dinner
Buy one on Thurs. night
p.m. any night get
* Receive a meatball sub. I after 82nd
1/2 price.

CHOICES

•10% Student Discount •

1 * * * * *
j»
». \ \ ,\

1J |Off Campus Students
BUY NOW!
The "BG Choices" debit account
is for students who like the
convenience of eating in the
many Campus Dining facilities,
including the University Union.

The lasle is

You receive $100 in food-buying
credit. Your student I.D. becomes a
Quantum 90 debit card which you
use to purchase meals and snacks
at dining areas on campus.
To purchase the "BG Chcrf«8S\pJan
contact the Office Qfcft&BocsaUo
sign up - ed#A)w;W.
University Food Open
Quantum 90 Office
lOOCentrex
372 - 7933

■v-v.

'

s '

FAST FREE
DELIVERY
1616
E. Wooster

BETTER...
The price is
LESS!

'

354-2433

January SpecfaT
LARGE 2 TOPPING
PIZZA

$5.99

I

each additional item $1.00 per pizza

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN TOWN 1993
not valid with any other discount

NpLlmrt
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Bowl games or playoff system?
Florida State debacle proves that Fanatics deserve traditional games
a national tournament is necessary
Why did they even bother to
play the college football season
this year?
All the national sports writers
and oddsmakcrs dubbed Florida
State the national champion
months ago. The games, so they
believed, were just a formality.
Bobby Bowden would finally
have a national title to be remembered by.
We were told what a tragic
thing it was that Bowden had
coached so many seasons with
ten or more wins and no title to
show for it. January 1, 1994
would be payback day for Bowden. The sports writers were determined to make it so.
The sports writers and oddsmakers did not count on an FSU
loss to Notre Dame, especially so
late in the season. They really
had to scramble to find a scenario that would keep FSU in the
title hunt, despite at least two
other undefeated teams to consider.
We began to hear all the arguments about strength of schedule
being more important than a
won-loss record. And at least for
this season, that was certainly so.
The strength-of-schedule argument seems very logical on the
surface. If we don't reward
teams for playing tough schedules, we wont get those FSUNotre Dame games on primetime TV. We won't see Miami
play the best in the country. They
will opt for an easier schedule to
keep an undefeated record. To
that I say, hogwosh'.
The fact of the matter is that
many teams would probably love
to schedule tougher opponents,
not weaker opponents. Every Division I coach and athletic director knows that their team's accomplishments will be measured
on the basis of that strengthof-schedule yardstick.

But unfortunately, Notre Dame
cannot and will not schedule 100
games next year to accommodate
everyone who could benefit from
beating them (or just having
them on the schedule).
Miami and FSU don't have
enough open dates either. If
every so-called elite Division I
football team used their entire
schedule to play teams that
would love to play them, there
still would not be enough game
days to do the job.

Guest
Column

Kevin
R i sne r
There is another problem with
this strength-of-schedule business. For most Division I schools,
the biggest part of their strengthof-schedule is dictated by league
play. At most, there might be two
or three games that can be schedueld outside of the normal
league scheduling. The argument
for strength of schedule could be
seen as penalizing schools who
have chosen to be part of a sports
conference!
So Florida State won the
national title mainly on the basis
of this strenght-of -schedulethinking. They were ranked
number one or number two in the
polls at the end, ahead of Nebraska and West Virginia because their schedule was
tougher. Even with a loss, they
were still considered to be the

best team in the country.
OK, maybe FSU was the best
team in the country this season.
But in what other sport at any
level of play is the best team ever
guaranteed a chance to play in a
title game or title series?
The Atlanta Braves were supposed to be better than the Phillies. But the Phillies went to the
World Series. The Knicks might
have been better than the Bulls
last summer, but the Bulls won
the games and went on to the
Finals in the NBA to claim a third
straight crown.
Two years ago Fort Loramie
was suppose to have the best
high school basketball team in
their division in Ohio. They entered the post-season tournament
undefeated and ranked No. 1.
They had been ranked No. 1
throughout the season.
But Fort Loramie never got to
the regional tournament. They
might have been the best team in
the state in their division, but
they didn't get a trophy to prove
it.
So FSU may have been the best
team in college football this year.
But the fact of the matter is that
they lost a game during the
season and two other teams eligible for post-season play did not
lose.
We should have seen a Nebraska-versus-West Virginia game on
January 1 for the national title.
Sports writers and oddsmakers
should not have a voice in who
gets to play in the bowl for any title.
We could look at West Virginia's showing in their bowl game
and say that all the experts were
right. But that would be unfair to
a West Virginia team that had
virtually all of its motiviation stolen by a system that locked them
completely out of the national title hunt less than a week after

Who are these lunkheads who
want to do away with college
football bowl games in exchange
for a national championship
tournament?
Is there anytliing better than
laying on a sofa on New Year's
Day with remote control in hand
and watching football till your
eyes bleed?
No way! What better way to recover from last night's festivities
than to hear Regis and Kathy Lee
singing in the Rose Bowl Parade?
With a national champioship
tournament, we would sadly lose
this dynamic singing duo.
Eliminating bowl games would
be a travesty to every pigskin fanatic on the planet. Yes, it is true
that determining who is truly
numero uno has been difficult at
times, but there would be several
problems if a tournament similar
to college basketball were used.
First of all, using a bracket of
perhaps 24 teams would take entirely too long to play. Unlike
hoops, football players need
around a week to recover before
they can play again. Playing a
24-team tourney with a week off
between each game would take
forever, and mean a lot of missed
class time. Remember classes?
Another problem with a tournament is that schools would not
receive the money that they
would get if they played in an independently-sponsored bowl
game. Many schools depend on
that revenue for scholarships

Now silence everyone, here is
the end-all, be-all solution to determine a national champ as well
as keep all the bowl games intact.
First of all, eliminate the hopeless CNN/USA Today Coaches
Poll. This poll only makes the
problem worse because the
coaches aren't exactly objective.
In the final Coaches Poll after
Florida State beat Nebraska in
the thrilling, hold-on-to-yoursocks ending of an Orange Bowl,
there was still one first-place
vote for Nebraska. Gees, I wonder whose vote that was?

they finished an undefeated
season and before they ever
stepped onto a field to play any
bowl game.
Some might argue that a West
Virginia bowl win and a Nebraska loss to FSU (in a close game)
might have ginen the Mountaineers the national title. Forget
that possibility. FSU entered
their game ranked number one.
Any win, even a close win would
keep them on top. West Virginia

could not have dethroned them
with a 100-point victory in their
own bowl. West Virginia played
their bowl for the money.
Anyone who doesn't think the
sports writers of America did
everything in their power to assure Bobby Bowden of this title
might seek additional comments
from Notre Dame's Lou Holtz.
Kevin Risner is a junior journalism major from Northwest
Ohio.

and other necessities. (Or in Auburn's case, to buy their players
BMWs.)
Even though the names sound a
bit strange - the Poulan/Weedeater Independence
Bowl? ~ those games and advertisements mean lot of money for
the schools, much more than
what a tournament would bring.

Garrett
Walkui

Let's use the AP Poll to figure
out one versus two. Then, alternate yearly where the game is
played among the major bowls,
namely the Rose, Fiesta, and Orange. (I did not forget the Sugar
or Cotton Bowls, I just hate Astro-turf.) Play this game in the
evening on January 1st and play
the other bowl games as usual.
Eliminating bowl games on
New Year's Day would go over
about as well as an
NRA/Greenpeace picnic. I know I
am not the only person who needs
about IS hours of football every
January 1st.
Wait! I have an even better
idea, let's scrap everything I just
said, eliminate all other ranking
systems and use the BG News
Sports Writers' Poll! We will
have the championship at good
'ol Doyt Perry Stadium. Yes!
Well, maybe not.
Parking might be a problem.
Garrett Walkup is a sports
writer for the BG News.

Management Inc.
HUGE1 bdrm,215E. PoeRd.oll
util. included except elec. 9 1/2 or
12 mo. lease starts at $300 / mo.

Management Inc.
1 bdrm - 830 4th Si., gas heat,
A/C, starts in Jun. or Aug., starts

at $300 / mo.

Management Inc.
(419)353-5800
Stop in our office located at 1045
N. Main St. lor a complete list of
opts, we have available.

Prices are Fallin
on CD's and Tapes
$1196
o

*#

^

ViO c»

$8^6

'EXCLUDES DOUBLE PACKS
AND EXTENDED LENGTH HI-FI

CHOOSE FROM HUNDREDS OF POPULAR
TITLES AT THESE GREAT PRICES EVERYDAY!
Always the low price

WAL-MART
Certain items may have quantity limits.

New Store Hours: Mon.-Sal. 7 a.m.-11 p.m.:
Sunday 10 a.m.-8 p.m.

1120 S. Main St. at W. Gypsy Lane Rd.

BOWLING GREEN
.
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Tar Heels climb Victories make
back to top spot holidays happy
for Falcon h • 111

The Associated Press

North Carolina returned to No.
1 Monday, ending Arkansas' fiveweek run atop the college basketball poll.
The Tar Heels (12-1) had been
top-ranked in the preseason voting and the first regular-season
poll before losing to Massachusetts in the Preseason NIT
semifinals. They are back on top
this week after starting Atlantic
Coast Conference play last week
with victories over North Carolina State and Maryland.
North Carolina, which had
been No. 2 for the past five
weeks, received 39 first-place
votes and 1,592 points from the
national media panel with Duke
(9-0) moving up one place to second with 24 and 1,574.
"We're happy that someone
thinks we're playing that well. I
personally don't think we are,
based on our Maryland game,"
Tar Heels coach Dean Smith
said. "We need to improve to
compete in the Atlantic Coast
Conference and that was demonstrated last Saturday at Maryland."
Smith cited turnovers and
offensive rebounding as areas he
feels his team can improve.
APphoto/Tom Strattman
"It's better to be No. 1 in JanIndiana's Sherron Wilkerson slams In two points over Penn State's uary than it is in December beMichael Jennings. The Hooslers are currently ranked No. 11 In the cause that means you've had a
decent December," he said. "But
country.
it would be better to be No. 1 in
the final poll. Each year, I want
our team to be in the top 10, or
even top 20. There's 300 teams
trying to be."
This was the second time this
season teams from the same conference held the top two spots in
5 Ravioli shells stuffed with mixed ■ the poll. Kentucky's one-week
cheeses & smothered in your choice' run at No. 1 came with fellow
Southeastern Conference memof Pollyeyes own Meat Sauce or
ber Arkansas at No. 2.
vegetarian sauce, served with two
Kansas (15-1) was third this
slices of Garlic Bread, Tossed Saladl week with 1,427 points and was
followed by Arkansas (10-1) and
6 one cup of Franjelica Coffee.
UCLA (9-0), which had one No. 1
Expires 1/31/94
vote.
Inside ONLY
Arkansas suffered its first loss
352-9638 No other discounts apply
of the season, 66-64 at Alabama,
to conclude its first run as a No. 1
team.

I COUPON ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 1

Dinner

RAVIOLI

!

Students For Students (~)
O
0)

9 p.m.
Ohio Suite in the Union

Arizona was sixth with Massachusetts, which had one firstplace vote, seventh and Kentucky eighth.
Purdue then started a run of
four straight Big Ten teams as it
was followed by Michigan, Indiana and Wisconsin.
Temple, which dropped from
seventh after a home loss to West
Virginia, was 13th and was followed by Connecticut, Louisville,
Syracuse, Georgia Tech, Minnesota, California and Boston College.
The final five spots had six
teams, four of them in the rankings for the first time this season.

Wisconsin trip
Men win MAC
opener with
gives women
defeat of Toledo two victories
Mich. State 62, Falcons 49
BG struggled to just 22 percent
shooting from the field in the
first half and trailed 31-14 at
halftime of their Spartan Classic
opener. The Falcons cut the lead
to as little as 10 points on four
occasions late in the game, but
could get no closer.

Cincinnati was 21st followed
by Alabama-Birmingham, West
Virginia, Vanderbilt, Xavier
(Ohio) and Missouri, the latter
two tied for 25th.

Shane Kllne-Rumlnskl scored
21 points and had 12 rebounds,
while Jay Larranaga added 10
points. BG shot just 33 percent
from the field for the game.

Alabama-Birmingham (11-1),
which ended Cincinnati's
25-game home winning streak
Sunday night, was in the poll for
the first time since the middle of
the 198S-86 season. The Blazers'
only loss this season was a threepoint defeat at Temple.

Falcons 69, Geo. Southern 60
BG turned up its defense and
scored 16 of the last 19 points in
the consolation game of the Spartan Classic. There were five lead
changes in the second half with
the Falcons taking the lead for
good with 4:08 remaining.

West Virginia (9-1) hasn't lost
since the season-opener against
Virginia Tech and the Mountaineers come into the poll for
the first since the final vote of
the 1988-89 season off the impressive win at Temple.
Xavier (9-1) has only lost at
Duke this season and the Musketeers, who were ranked as high
as 16th last year, beat Virginia
Tech by 33 points earlier in the
season.
Missouri (10-1) was ranked in
the final poll of the 1991-92
season. The Tigers' only loss was
in the second game of the season
at Arkansas and their biggest
victory was in triple overtime
against Illinois.
The Fighting Illini (7-3) were
21st last week but fell out of the
rankings after a Big Ten loss at
Michigan State.

Klinc-Rumlnski led the Falcons
with 19 points and 10 rebounds
while junior Shane Komives added IS and Antonio Daniels had 11.
BG was guilty of just seven
turnovers while shooting 40 free
throws compared to six for
Georgia Southern.
Falcons 66, Toledo 58
BG broke open a close contest
with a strong second half. Toledo
led 41-37 with 11:43 left in the
game, but the Falcons outscored
UT 29-17 the rest of the way to
win their MAC opener.
Kline-Ruminskl led the victors
with 19 points and eight rebounds. Komives hit 3-of-5 threepointers and finished with 17
points, while Daniels had a
10-point, H assist effort.

Falcons 71, Wisconsin-GB 69
Bowling Green built a six-point
halftime lead, but WisconsinGreen Bay outscored BG, 11-5, to
start the second half and the
game was tied with 16 minutes
left.
After eight ties and 14 lead
changes over the remainder of
the game, aSusle Cassell jumper
with four seconds was the difference. LTWGB had tied the game
with 12 seconds left on a pair of
free throws.
Tallta Scott led the way with 25
points and nine rebounds while
Cassell had 11 and .1.1. Nuesmeyer added 10.
Falcons 83, WlconsinMilwaukee 62
BG scored 14 of the first 16
point in this contest and and were
never headed the rest of the way.
The women led by 19 points at
the break and never less than 15
points in the second half.
Michelle Shade led the Falcons
with 22 points whileTallta Scott
added 16 and JJ. Nucsmcyer 10.
Every BG player earned at least
eight minutes of playing time,
with all but one of the 11 available players scoring.
Toledo 86, Falcons 76
A major pitfall tripped up BG
as the Falcons had their 18-game
Mid-American Conference winning streak snapped by the rival
Rockets.
Toledo got huge games from
their star players, as All-MAC
selections Latoja Harris and
Dana Drew combined for 41
points. Sophomore guard Dcnise
Pickenpaugh added 21, and Mimi
Olson scored 13.
BG was led by Scott and Cassell, who pumped in 27 and 14
points, respectively.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
Open to any organization interested

(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

in enhancing the living and learning

O
3

environment at BGSU.
Sponsored by Undergraduate Student Government

The Canoe Shop
Black Swamp Outfitters
140 South River Road • Watervllie, Ohio 4J566

878-3700

Monday - Thursday
Friday - Sunday

Mil

fllllllllllllllilll'

MICROUGHT
Columbia

Q
nun

IIIIO!

Store Hours:

£

10-7
10-6

Don't Get Wet!
Be Prepared!
We have your
Wet Weather
Gear!!
30% OFF
Down Jacket
Down Vest
ALL Fleece
Jacket

MERRELL GORE-TEX«
LIGHTWEIGHT HIKING DOOTS
(FOR MSN AND WOMEN)

GOHE-TEK

AVAILABLE IN EVERY
ROOM ON CAMPUS!

""

ONLY $99 FOR
INSTALLATION & BASIC
SERVICE THROUGH END
OF SCHOOL YEAR
Call now and ask about
special student promotions

:o

•tOUMUQMI JACKtT

Reg. Price 120.00
Sale Price 99.00

Cross Country/Ski Rentals

10% OFF ANY NON-SALE GEAR W/BGSU I.D.

118 North Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419-352-8424

Office Hours:
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Monday - Friday
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Falcons could shine Schott in hot water again
Cincinnati Reds owner faces another lawsuit
and spite early polls
The Associated Press

Right I MUM the day the MidAmerican Conference News
Media Association announced
its preseason poll placing
Bowling Green men's hoops at
the bottom half with a seventhplace selection, there was no
doubt that this team could do
better.
The Falcons have proved
that they should not be taken
lightly right from the season's
onset, running off three
straight wins to open the
season. But the true test
wouldn't come until January
when BG started its conference schedule.
Quite appropriately, the Falcons opened up against Toledo
in a match-up at Savage Hall.
The conference opener is
something Bowling Green has
had a tremendous amount of
trouble with having not won
one since the 1986-87 season.
And once again, it seemed
that the Falcons would have
another loss at the hands of
Toledo since BG was on the
road and the Rockets were
picked third in the preseason
poll.
But there were several factors that had to be taken into
consideration including, but
not limited to, three players
who have made the Falcons
look like a contender for a top
five finish in the MAC.
The one intangible no team
can count on is the freshmen,
but the Falcons have been fortunate in that the freshmen

have been strong contributors
to the team's success. Most notable is Columbus, Ohio native
Antonio Daniels who became
the first BG freshman to score
in double figures in each of his
first six career games.

Glen
Lubbert
The Toledo game was no
different for Daniels as he had
10 points and eight assists. In
all but the Michigan State
game this season, he has
scored in double figures. His
scoring prowess has put him
third in the league among
freshman.
The other two keys that will
enable BG to finish in the top
five are no surprise. Shane
Komives and Shane KlineRuminski are playing the kind
of ball that is essential for BG's
success.
Komives delivers from behind the arc. With just 10
games under his belt, Komives
has hit 23 treys in 57 attempts
(40 percent). Last season the
Toledo native shot 37.8 percent

from 3-point range.
Against Toledo and Kent,
Komives had three treys in
each contest including a shot
with just under four minutes
remaining against the Rockets
to put the Falcons up by eight.
The final ingredient for the
Falcons is Kline-Ruminski
who, with the exception of the
Kent game, has been in doublefigures in every game, four of
which were 20-point efforts.
Kline-Ruminski's numbers are
most impressive since he has
been double- and triple-teamed
in most of the games.
Kline-Ruminski struggled
against Kent. But KSU head
coach Dave Grube admitted
that they had to take KlineRuminski out of the game in
order to have a chance to win.
Respect like that will follow
Kline-Ruminski throughout the
league and if he and the rest of
the Falcons are to continue to
be successful, Kline-Ruminski
will have to work through the
adversity.
Despite the Falcons' bad luck
with MAC openers, solid performances by these three emcrging stars enabled BG to
defeat Toledo 66-58.
Alter being picked seventh,
BG doesn't have the pressure
of previous seasons and that
could be just the freedom they
need to shine.
Glen Lubbert is managing
editor of The BG News.

MEN
Continued from page 9.

"We never could get Kline-Ruminski going and I
think that was a key for us because we need his inside scoring," Larranaga said. "But despite the
fact that he was not able to score inside I thought
that Cerisier and Miller did a great job."

fense, forwards Floyd Miller and James Cerisier
were able to step up and provide some much
needed scoring to the Falcons front court.
Miller, doing all of his damage inside the lane,
connected on all seven of his field goal attempts.
Leading the way for KSU was their backcourt
Cerisier was also perfect from the floor knocking combination of Durand Watkins (11 points) and
in knocking down all five of his attempts, two of Nate Reinking (17 points). The two combined to
which were crowd pleasing dunks.
drain seven of their 10 triple tries.

firing. His lawsuit accused
Schott of racial discrimination in
hiring and promotion, and alleged that Sabo and other Reds
employees heard her make repeated racial and ethnic slurs
against others.
In November 1992, Judge Fred
Cartolano threw out part of Sabo's lawsuit in Hamilton County
Common Pleas Court. Sabo's
lawyer asked the appeals court
on Monday to overturn that ruling.
Appeals Judges Raymond
Shannon, Lee Hildebrandt and
Rupert Doan took the case under
review and did not say when they
would rule.
Imm argued that Sabo was given a 13 percent raise after he was
subpoenaed in the owners' lawsuit, in an attempt to influence
Sabo's testimony.
Schott's lawyer, Stephen
Bailey, said Sabo failed to prove
his allegations. Bailey said there

CINCINNATI -- A lawyer for
former Cincinnati Reds controller Timothy Sabo asked a state
appeals court Monday to reinstate Sabo's lawsuit against Cincinnati Reds owner Marge
Schott, who fired him in 1991.
Sabo's lawyer told the 1st Ohio
District Court of Appeals that
Sabo was fired because he refused to lie for Schott in a court
case. Sabo's lawyer, Stephen
1 iinil, also argued that Schott
fired Sabo because he protested
her policy against hiring blacks
in the front office.
Imm argued that Sabo was
fired because he refused to lie
for Schott in a case in which the
Reds' limited partners had sued
Schott to accuse her of failing to
distribute to them millions of dollars in profits.
Sabo sued Schott for $2.5 million to protest his August 1991

was nothing in the record or in
Sabo's complaint to suggest that
Schott ordered Sabo not to testify
or told him to commit perjury.
Bailey said that if Sabo felt he
was being unduly influenced, he
could have sought protection
under Ohio laws designed to
protect whistle-blowers.
"If someone tried to influence
someone's testimony, then you
have a criminal offense. If he is
saying that Mrs. Schott fired him
because of his testimony, then
his only cause of action was to
pursue the whistle-blower statutes, which he didn't do," Bailey
said.
The appeals judges asked why
the trial judge had thrown out
most of Sabo's claims. Imm said
Cartolano ruled that Sabo had no
cause of action. But, Imm said if
he had been able to fully pursue
the case, he would have won.
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goals-5-24 .208IWeisi nan 2, Lath .eUl

lloope,
KuUcs
lleilmann
Albcrs

6
0
65

Ip
12
26

»
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Mld-Amerlcan Conference
Men's S andlngs
Conference
Overall
School
W L
W
L
Fastem Michigan
2 0
7
3
Kent
2 0
7
3
Miami
6
3
2 0
9
4
Ohio
1
Western Michigan
8
3
1
6 4
Boss ling G rcen
1
5
5
Ball Stale
1
6
4
Akron
0
2
0 2
5
5
Toledo

Central Michigan

0

2

1

9

Saturday's Results
Western Michigan 91. Akron 68
Ball State 69. Central Michigan 63
Kent 65. Boss ling Green 62
Fastem Michigan 80. Toledo 67
Miami 79. Ohio 66
Wednesday's Games
Ohio at Western Michigan
1 jsiern Michigan at Kent
Toledo at Akron
Hois ling Green at Ball Stale
Central Michigan at Miami
Women's Standings
School
Toledo
Western Michigan
Ohio
Kent
BovslingGreen
Central Michigan
Akron
Miami
Ball Stale
hastens Michigan

W
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

Overall
W
L
9
1
8
2
6
4
8
2
7
3
4
6
3
7
5
5
2
7
1
8

L
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Salurdav's Rcsulu
Western Michigan 80. Akron 68
Central Michigan 88. Ball Slate 62
Ohio 79. Miami 68
Toledo 76. Eastern Michigan 64
Boss ling Green 108. Kern 91
Wednesday's Games
Ohio at Western Michigan
Eastern Michigan at Kent
Toledo at Akron
Boss ling Green at Ball Stale
Central Michigan at Miami

JLM_».

BLCJE RIBBON PHOTOi
Welcomes Back All Students!
15% Discount on All Darkroom Supplies
for students currently enrolled in photo class.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
^w ^-w , Double Cheeseburgers

WE ARE
Bowling Green's Only Full-line Photo Store
Featuring:
• 1 Hour Film Processing • Cameras •
• Film • Lenses • Batteries •

r4 x 6 Bii| Shot Color Printsn r
I

i
i

l2

EXP. i

[99

24
EXP.

8 99

36
EXP.

11 991

j Saaijs'or arable processing sma. &^ on * mm C-« I process 111 color
prlnoiontf. COUPON WAIST ACCOMPANY 0BKP. Tree coupon not ttstkjasun
any ofssr oNsr. I roll on coupon 1 slpnntiietosst-ajMt tn I hoii. BG stow
| onl| Sun. Oav Samoa

I

. BGN expire* 1-20-94

.

r

$3, $2, $1 off
Film Developing

' &xm«nlic,t?«,»awiMl.mss|C-4lft'""t OainHlMlt
«*, at OH » M an,or »l OH on l»tf up IMS COOK* MUST
I tUOmUir OHXH Tltsst<n«>ona«eaUr«tiaiT>s»«ro*r Castreapas-cevssn,

. Valid On All in Lab 1 Hr. Proceulnjt
. BQN expire* 1-20-94

I

Color Wallet Special
12 pictures for $3.99

990
^"^ ^^

I

SAVE WEIL MAKE BEAUTIFUL WALLET SIZE |
SAVE PRINTS FROM YOUR NEGATIVES FROM
SAVE COLOR C-41 PROCESS
|

Bacon Egg and Cheese
Biscuits
thru Jan. 23

Wjaows only IMS COUPON MUSI ACCCaiPAN" OBOiR r»»
coupon not vaiilietfi en, oeser cllsr

BGN expires 1-20-94

n r
i i
i i
i i

Extra Set Of Prints For $1
FOR 3x5 PRINTS

G*a*a^»Ma«ol^«ilo.li«ssnlr.i>fcoloo«landortnWM
Kue Ribbon Photo Srcee Goodon no. 124 Brnmand olacfam (C-ll
Process! Cel Ooflonsaetp. HorlonMeiD. or II oflon iJlSerp
IKS COUPON MUSI ACCOMPANY ORDER Traa coupon not <lM •«
any olxr otVu. One lol par coupon.

| Valid On All In Lab 1 Hr. Processing
BGN expire* 1-20-94

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OCJR NEW SERVICES

• Wallets & 5 x 7 photos in 1 hour •
• Jumbo 6x8 enlargements •
4x6 black & white processing available same day
Open Mon. - Fri. 9 - 8; Sat. 9 - 5; Sun. 12-5
One hour processing and much more

5BLCJE RIBBON PHOTOS
157 N. Main St, B.G. (Across from Uptown)
Ph. 353-4244
We gladly accept checks and credit cards.

J

Your friends at McDonald's
1470 East Wooster St.

J
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Dallas and Emmitt favored
to repeat as world champs
The Associated Press

The wild-card games were
fun, the weekend entertaining.
Or, as Kansas City coach Marty
Schottenheimer put it: "We're
in the entertainment business.
We delivered."
Still, with 12 teams trimmed
to eight in the NFL playoffs, it
remains the Dallas Cowboys
against the world, particularly
if Emmitt Smith's shoulder is
healthy.
Three of next weekend's
quarterfinal games are regular-season rematches - Kansas
City at Houston and the Los
Angeles Raiders at Buffalo in
the AFC and Green Bay at Dallas in the NFC. And the New
York Giants at San Francisco
may as well be -- these teams
seem to meet as often as divisional opponents.
Dallas, Houston, San Francisco and Buffalo, the four
teams that had byes last week,
all are favored.
There are a lot of winners
here - the eight starting quarterbacks left have 11 Super
Bowl rings among them (Joe
Montana four; Phil Simms,
Steve Young and Jeff Hostetler

two, and Troy Aikman one).
Montana (three times), Aikman
and Simms all have been Super
Bowl MVPs.
And don't forget Jim Kelly
just because he lost three
Super Bowls - he's been the
winning pitcher in three
straight AFC title games.
A look at the games in order
of appearance:
Raiders (11-6) at Buffalo
(12-4)
The last meeting was in Buffalo Dec. 5 and the Raiders won
25-24 as Tim Brown caught 10
passes for 183 yards.
You would think Buffalo
weather would work against
the Los Angeles track club. But
remember this -- Brown played
at Notre Dame, James Jett at
West Virginia and Hostetler, a
generation ahead of Jett at
WVU, spent his formative NFL
years in the winds of Giants
Stadium.
Buffalo should win, but no
guarantee.
Giants (12-5) at San Francisco (KM.)
A seemingly annual matchup
with an odd statistic - the
49ers have won five of the last

SERVICE BARBER
SHOP
Call or Walk-In

352 - 4576
4 Z6

East

Woosler

six regular-season meetings;
the Giants have won the last
three playoff games, including
the 1990 NFC title game at
Candlestick. In fact, this will
be the 16th New York-San
Francisco meeting in 13 years,
a high among non-division opponents over that period.
The Niners lost three of their
last four - after they had secured the NFC's second seed.
But they still scare you simply
because of Jerry Rice and John
Taylor, who can score from
anywhere on the field.
Again, no guarantees.Green
Bay (10-7) at Dallas (12-4)
The Cowboys won 36-14 in
the regular season and are two
touchdown favorites. That's
assuming Smith's shoulder allows him to play - he's clearly
been the most important player
in the NFL this year.
Smith won't be the only problem for the Green Bay defense,
which will have to get a lot of
pressure from Reggie White
and Tony Bennett to keep Troy
Aikman from finding Michael
Irvin and Alvin Harper. Erik
Williams, the Cowboys' right
tackle, won an NFC player of

YOU SAY
YOU CAN RIDE?
PROVE IT.

the week award last season for
shutting down White in a game
with Philadelphia.
The Packers probably have
gone as far as they can.
Kansas City (12-5) at Houston (12-4)
The Oilers won 30-0 in the
regular season - but with an
asterisk. Montana sat out with
a bruised wrist.
Still, that was during Houston's bad period - its only win
in its first five games. Now
they've won 11 straight and
seem to be enjoying the Buddy
Ryan-Kevin Gilbride sideshow.
So we get Montana vs. Moon
and the Houston defense.
Montana has usually played
well against Ryan defenses. He
picked himself up after nine
sacks to throw FOUR fourthquarter TDs on Sept. 24, 1989
for San Francisco in Philadelphia, finishing 24 of 35 for 428
yards in that game against
man-to-man coverage forced
by Ryan's blitzes.
Unlicensed riders account for 80%
of the fatalities in some states.
So get your motorcycle operator
license today. And prove
that you are a better rider.
MOIORCrCti SWETY F0UAD»TIW

Do You Miss Home Cooked Meals?
Try Kaufman's Dinner Specials
Mon. - Pot Roast
Tucs. -SwissSteak
Wed. All you can eat
BBQ Ribs

ina/iSs
tf K\ IH£ LODGE

Close (o cjmpus - Across from Football Stidium
Ejt at the Bar or in (he Dining Room
Ubitu loon Tip

^S4 ?R^S
JJ1
"JJ

Galloway decides
to stay a Buckeye
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Wide receiver
Joey Galloway, saying money
"doesn't drive my life," announced Monday he will return
for his senior season at Ohio
State rather than make himself
available for the NFL draft.
Galloway shocked many at a
news conference at the Woody
Hayes Athletic Center with the
announcement. After Ohio
State's 28-21 victory over
Brigham Young in the Holiday
Bowl Dec. 30, many media reports assumed Galloway would
give up his final year of eligibility.
"I don't put much emphasis on
material things; I wasn't brought
up that way," Galloway said.
"Those things are important.
Money is important. But it
doesn't drive my life. It's not the
most important thing in my life.
That money will be there next
year."
Galloway, 22, finished the
Buckeyes' 10-1-1 season with 47
catches for 946 yards (20.1 yards
per reception) and 11 touchdowns. He scored two other
times on runs to lead the team in
scoring with 78 points, the first
wide receiver to do that at Ohio
State since Robert Grimes in
1952.
He tied the mark of current
Minnesota Vikings wideout Cris
Carter with his 11 touchdown receptions.
Galloway would have been Hie
second Ohio State underclassman to declare himself available
for the draft early. Last week,
sophomore defensive lineman
Dan "Big Daddy" Wilkinson announced his intention to forgo his
final two years with the Buckeyes.
Galloway said he was leaning
toward making himself available
for the draft when he set up the
news conference last week. But
he said a trip home over the

weekend - and long talks with his
family - swayed him the other
way.
Still, he said, he didn't make up
his mind until an hour before announcing his decision.
"I had the opportunity to go
home and meet with my parents
this weekend and look at both
sides of the decision," he said. "I
think I'm in a great situation.
"If I decide to come out, there's
a lot of money out there for me.
This is a great place to play football and it's hard to leave. Therefore I've decided to stay for my
senior season."
Galloway was a first-team AllBig Ten selection and was named
third-team All-America. But he
said he still had unfinished business.
"There are some things I want
to accomplish before I leave this
place," he said. "Number one, I'd
like to play in the Rose Bowl. And
I'd like to get a second Big Ten
championship ring.
"And there are also some personal goals I'd like to accomplish,
such as being All-American and
making All-Big Ten again."
His biggest game was nine catches for 186 yards and three
touchdowns in a narrow 28-21
victory over Michigan State. He
was named the Big Ten offensive
player of the week for that performance.
He scored at least one touchdown in Ohio State's first six
games, all wins.
The native of Bellaire missed
most of the 1992 season after
tearing the anterior cruciate
ligament in his right knee in the
third game of the year during a
kickoff return. He was a backup
in 1991, when he caught 14 passes
for 2S5 yards and a touchdown,
and was redshirted his first year
at Ohio State.

Both of these cost about $30 a month,
but ourscomes with programs you can actually use.

Cable IV. 65 channels of reruns name shous anil MI/' ojieras

Now, when you choose a qualifying Macintosh or PowerBook"
computer, you'll not only get Apples new, lower prices. You'll also
get seven popular software programs included for the same low
price. These programs will help you manage your finances, schedule vour time and entertain vour friends (the software alone has

The Apple' Macintosh K 520
mm comes uith seien incredibly useful programs What a package.

a combined SRPof $596*)- And, when you qualify for the new Apple
Computer Loan, the entire package shown here costs about $30' a
month. So, for high-quality programming, turn on a Macintosh
or PowerBook. It does more. It costs less. It's that simple,
Introducing The Great Apple Campus Deal

Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

You can pick up a price list inside the door, first floor Hayes Hall
then call 372-7724 for a sales appointment.
'Price does not include sales tax, shipping or handling fee
1
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CFA hopefull of a playoff system
The Associated Press

SAN ANTONIO -- The College
Football Association and the Big
Ten-Pac 10 conferences, never
the best of friends, could be
headed for a nasty fight over a
football playoff.
But many believe this may be
the only way for an NCAA
playoff to ever come into being.
The CFA, which takes in every
major football school not in the
Big Ten or Pac-10, is thinking
about staging a national championship game of its own. Depending on what the 66 CFA
schools decide at their meeting
next June, there could be a CFA
playoff plan on the agenda at

next January's NCAA convention
no matter what the NCAA decides to do.
Any playoff plan would need a
majority vote of the 106 Division
I-A schools. Would the Big Ten
and Pac-10 try to stop their CFA
brethren from having their own
championship?
"I think we would oppose it,"
said Pac-10 executive director
Tom Hansen. "On the grounds
that once it got its nose under the
tent, you don't know what would
happen."
If the CFA plan had been in effect this past season, No. 2 Notre
Dame and No. 1 Florida State
could be staging their final
showdown this week. Or, with a

four-team CFA format, fans the top spots in the polls.
"Although the (CFA schools)
could be treated to a championship match between the winners have sort of dominated the No.
of semifinal games pitting Flor- 1-No. 2 games the last three or
ida State and Notre Dame and four years, if someone paid
$20-30 million for a single game
Nebraska and whoever.
And once the CFA got going and found out the No. 1 or No. 2
with a successful playoff, team is in another group, it would
wouldn't the Big Ten and Pac-10 be a tremendous financial risk,"
be jealous? Wouldn't public and said Big Ten commissioner Jim
alumni pressure force the con- Delany.
"There would also be some
ferences to join the party?
"One might think so," said De- vulnerability for the Rose Bowl,"
Loss Dodds, Texas athletic direc- he added. "There's no question
tor.
about that."
Anybody shelling out big
Big Ten and Pac-10 presidents
money for television rights to a have reiterated their opposition
CFA playoff game would be to a playoff. But sentiment seems
gambling that CFA schools would to be swinging toward a playoff
go into the bowl season hogging among CFA schools.

"The most interesting change
is that the idea of a limited type
of playoff system seems to be
gaining more receptiveness
among the coaches," said CFA
executive director Chuck Neinas.
"In the past, coaches' knee-jerk
reaction was against it. Now they
seem much more wiling to consider it. Joe Patemo (Perm State),
Lou Holtz (Notre Dame), Bobby
Bowden (Florida State and Tom
Osbome (Nebraska) have all
spoken in favor of it."

"If the CFA passed a playoff,
plan would the Big Ten and
Pac-10 go it alone? Who knows?"
said Paterno, who was active In
the CFA before Penn State joined
the Big Ten. "If ail of a sudden,
the NCAA comes up with a plan
the majority of (Division I-A
members) feel is appropriate,
then the Big Ten presidents have
another decision."

Prentice Gautt, the NCAA's
new secretary-treasurer, is determined to be an advocate for
Placed in an awkward spot is the players.
Paterno, who has long spoken
"Everywhere you go you hear
favorably of a playoff. But now people talking about what the
that the issue is coming to a boil, presidents think of a playoff," he
his school has joined the Big Ten. said.

Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Bowling GrMn Stat* University
Carter Planning and PlacamanI SarvlcM
Campus RtcruJtmant Calandar
For t ha waoks ot:
January 17. January 24 & January 31,1994

3. Press 1 to schedule an interview or Press 3
to see it you have been preselected by an employer
4. Enter your Identification Number.
5. Enter the position code tor the employer
you'd like to interview (this number is indicated
on the Campus Recruiting Calendar, to the left
of the position title)
If you have entered a valid number the system
will say:

Scheduling On-Campua Interview Appolntmenta: Interview signups tor the recruiting penod January 18 February 4 will begin
with Advanced Interviewers on Monday. January 10, 1994 at 5 p m. and continue through
Tuesday at 4 p m Pnonty Interviewers may
access the sign-up system from S p.m. Tuesday through 4 p m Wednesday AM registered
students may sign-up beginning at 5 p.m
Wednesday
Instructions tor accessing
Trie Integrated Placement Sign-up System
(You must be registered with
Resume Expert Plus)
t.Oial 372-9899

(You will hear)
2 II you wish to schedule an appointment with
a visiting employer, press the i key. It you'd
like to hear Placement News, press the 2 key.
Press the 3 key to see it you have been preselected by an employer. Press the 4 key to
access the Alumni VIP Service Press the 5
key to hear your confirmed appointments.
Press the star (*) key to quit.

You have selected (name of organization), if
this is correct press the pound (») key to continue or the star (') key to choose another organization.
The system will now verify that you meet
thereauirements. as specified by the employer.If you meet the requirements, then you
can proceed Otherwise, the system will tell
youwhy you are unable to sign-up with the employer.
6 Press the t key for a morning interview.
press the 2 key tor an afternoon interview, or
press the 3 key lor the next available time
(Press either t. 2 or 3)
If you have selected a time, then you many
press the pound (■) key to accept the time, or
press the star (') key to reject.
If you have pressed the pound («) key. the
system will say "An interview has been reserved for you at (time)." Press the star f) key to
schedule another or the pound (*) key to return
to start

Please note If you are unable to sign-up for an
interview, you will be asked whether you wish
to add your name to the waiting list.You must
also submit a Placement Data Sheet for
each watting list.
We advise strongly that you listen to Placement News to keep informed of changes or additions to interview schedules, or other Career
Planning and Placement Services programs

Cancellation ot Interview Appointments
Cancellation o' an interview must be reported
m person to the Career Planning and Placement Services no later than S p.m. one week (7
full days) before the interview day. Complete a
cancellation card in the Sign-up Room of Career Planning and Placement Services. DO
NOT cross your name off of an interview
schedule. Cancellations after this time will be
considered a no-show You are encouraged to
consider carefully employers before signing up
for interviews
No Show Policy Failure to appear lor a
scheduled interview or violation of the cancellation policy will result in immediate suspension
of your sign-up privileges lor the neit recruiting
penod If you do not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required to write a letter of
apology t> the employer lor missing the interview, bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with the Manager of
On-Campus Recruiting before scheduling any
additional interviews. Any student who "noshows" twice will be denied interviewing privileges for the remainder of the academic year
Notice ot Citizenship Requirements: If an
employer is willing to interview international
students, itwill be noted in the position description

Spotlight Presentations Spotlight presen
tations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy All students schedui
ing interviews are strongly encouraged to at
tend appropriate Spotlights Please carefully
note dates, times, and locations of Spotlight
presentations, as they may van/. For evening
Spotlight presentations held m the Career
Planning and Placement Services office, enter
the Student So-vices Bu.idmg using the second
floor, patio entrance Please consult the calendar for appropriate dates, times and locations
Additional Placement Service* There are
important services available to you at the Career Planning and Placement Services. Please
note that not all organizations and companies
regularly reenjit on college campuses. The list
below generally reflects the high demand
areas m the world ol work. Don't become discouraged if your career deld is not requested
To assist you in conducting an assertive job
search, the Career Planning and Placement
Services provides career and placement counseling, credential services, job search workshops, professional development seminars.
career fairs and an alumni Falcon Career Connection The excellent Center for Career Re
sources offers you career and employer Information and current job vacancies in ALL fiekfs
Registered students are directly referred to
employers m their desired career fields Insure
your access to these services by registering
with the Career Planning and Placement Services m your final year at Bowling Green State
University.
YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY OF YOUR
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT DATA
SHEET WITHIN 48 HOURS AFTER SIGNING
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS POLICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL
FROM THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE.

BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS

THE.
4
RIGHT (f^
TIME

SPRING OPENINGS

HAIR E. CANARY

Welcome Back
BGSU

7:30 AM - 11:00 AM
11:00 AM - 2:00 PM
4:30-6:30 PM

FOUNDERS KEEPERS OPEN
7:30 AM - 7:00 PM.
SNACK BARS

GARDEN TERRACE DELI
McDonald North

Jan. 10
4:30 pm -11:00 pm

Thursday. January 20
Our Lady of Mercy School

Wednesday, February 2
Ford Motor Company
Kaufmann's (Div of The May Co )

Friday, January 21
Our Lady of Mercy School

Thursday. February 3
Ameri&ure Companies

Tuesday, January 25
NCR Corporation

Friday, February 4
Lechters
National City Corporation
Research Systems Corp

Wednesday. January 20
Mutual o' Omaha

continued on p. 16

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

"THE COLLEGIA^ CONNECTION"
You best connection for all your
Greek & BGSU needs
Come check out the great selection
1 o - 8pm

M- R
F - Sat 10 - 5:30pm
Sun 12-5pm

SI»KIX<; niton
PANAMA CITY KOCH, FL01UIU
* Shell Island Parly Cruise
650' Gulf Beach Frontage
2 Outdoor Swimming Pools
1 Indoor Heated Pool
Restaurant. 2 4 3 Room Suites

Jan. 9
6:00 pm - midnight

CHILY'S EXPRESS
Kreischer Darrow

Jan. 10
2:00 pm • midnight

G.T. EXPRESS
McDonald North

Jan. 10
2:00 pm - midnight

KEEPERS SNACK BAR
Founders Keepers
RESTAURANTS
BERRIES
Harshman
TOWERS WEST
McDonald

Jan.10
7:00 pm - midnight
OPENS
11

Jan. _.
4:30 pm - 6:30 pm
Jan. 11
4:30 pm ■ 6:30 pm

UNIVERSITY FOOD OPERATIONS 372-2891

'Beach Bonfire Parties
TlKi Beac Ba//Vol«yoai<
Sailboats. Jeukis & Parasaiis
Karaoke Beach Party
Area Discount Coupons

RESERVATIONS
1-800-488-8828

FBOM 1104 PEH WEEK
PER PERSON
4 PERSON OCCUPANCY

Good thru 1/31/94
I 315 E. Wooster
"
354-1477

I

SALE ENDS SAT.. JAN. 15
Sharks & Bulls Nylon & Wool Women's Assorted
Varsity
Speedo
Pro
Selected
Sports Jackets School Jackets
Swimsuits
BGHS-Otsego
Elmwood • Eastwood

Reg. 89 95

PRE-MEDS
Noui Is The Time To Prep For The

s

59.95

SAVE BIG!

Selected
Hockey
Equipment
& Figure Skates
D

GALLEY
Harshman Lower Level

531 R^ge St.
352-8333

ANY FULL PERM

OPENS
Jan. 9
6:00 pm - midnight

Tuesday. February 1
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
IDS Financial Services. Inc

$5.00 off j

Call Today for an Appointment 354-1477

DOWNUNDER
Commons Lower Level

Friday, January 28
BP America
State Farm Insurance

Wednesday. January 19
Our Lady ol Mercy School
Pizza Hut, Inc.
Rent-A-Center
Valassis Inserts

SANOnPER-BEACON
17403 Front Beach Road
Panama City Beach. F L 32413

DINING CENTERS OPEN REGULAR HOURS
MONDAY, JANUARY 10.
BREAKFAST
LUNCH
DINNER

Thursday. January 27
Archer Dan*is Midland Co
Mutual of Omaha

Tuesday. January 18
Burbach Broadcasting Co
Emro Marketing Corporation
Our Lady of Mercy School
Valassis Inserts

S«a'es
-oiec!iveEsu:
Stc-s Sags °aits
Je'seys. So*

MI: iff

mm
UtIN THE ROM ISS IONS GHME.
TRKF THE RPR II EHHM.
FIND OUT WHY.
CLHSSE5 5THHT ON CHMPUS JHN. 16

1-88B-KRP-TEST

Ovemite

SKATE
SHARPENING

$29.95
'•'€"; 5% e< Sa* Dn\ $'4 g=
Baseball Equipment
Stock • Pre season

ID

Sale
Gicves =a:s BM
-i-:"r;=:.- leir.e's-y
Ess;:- =a. -;s S Omut

ONLY 99C

UP TO 50% OFF

Wi TTM Ad -I «p UlfrM

Selected
Licensed
Pro Apparel

Selected
Sweats

"•Snirts. Sweats.

Values up to S52 95

25% OFF
ft MORE!

Athletic Shoe
Clearance!

Aaults J Youth Sizes

>MSKVfl.«gmi =•»«!
:. **cs U.'.r. :x1:. 1 MM

Jerseys. Hats

I AtUf

UP TO 50% OFF

4fi

TC 50% OFF

UP TO 50% OFF

Tune-Up Your Skis With The Ski Doctor
- Mow Locates A! Trie

FMICOH

House: Ph. 354-C3B1 -

rjw- a C*». Cou*, SI- Ewe. S«»«, lno»»n, W... ««,„,„, , ^ Wo
We Do S^CA;:a'Js ~:c

Cnuc* Scrmaimttj

OPEN VON -PP.1

Cwck Service'

10-8. SA" 105 30

FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS

A «v
123

J\
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CAMPUS EVENTS

HEADQUARTERS tor hw.
Tim Messenger is now taking appointments
Call 3542244

■ BOWLING GREEN RADIO NEWS ■
OUR FIRST MEETING IS
THIS WED., JAN. 121H AT • PM
IN THE RADIO STATION
NEW MEMBERS ARE WELCOMEI
FOR MORE INFO. CALL 372 4513

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE » CONFDENTIAL pregnancy
tests, support a information BG Pregnancy
Center Call3S4HOPE

Call Vicki 352 3356

Sublease • walk to campus
sn Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise) 6 Days $2791 Trip Includes Cruise A
Room. 12 Meals & 6 Free Parties! Hurry! This
Wn Sell Out! 1-800^78-6366.
#i Awesome Spring Break, Panama Cityl 8
Days Ocean view Room With Kitchen $1191
Walk To Best Bars! Includes Free Discount
Card • Save $50 On Cover Charges*
1 8006766366

Tonight.900pm .112BA
TOUR OUOESI
All current University Tour Guides
must attend one of the following
SPRING KCKOFF MEETINGS:

si Awesome Spring Break! Best Trips &
Pnoasl Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days $2791
Includes 12 Meals A 6 Free Parties' Panama
City Room With Kitchen 8 Days $119" Cancun
& Jamaica With Air From Columbus 8 Days
From $469! Daytona $149! Key West $2491
Cocoa Beach $'59' ■ -800 678 6386

Tuesday, January II, 1994, «-7pm

or
Wednesday, January 19,1994,67pm

Attention University Tour Guides!
SPRING KICKOFF MEETING
You Must Come To One 01 The Following:
Tuest. January 1$, 1994.6-7pm
or
Wed. January 19,1994,6.7pm
ASSEMBLY ROOM MCFALL CENTER
Alien,Ion Unlvemliy Tour Guides!

ASSEMBLY ROOM • MCFALL CENTER
TOUR OUBESI

RIDES

Calling all wntersi
Miscellany Magazine's Spnng informational
meeting is Thursday, January 13th at 7 p.m. in
the Commons at West Hall (2nd Floor). We will
be discussing story ideas A deadlines. Internships and staff positions are available. Ouestions?Call Michelle at 666-8725

HELPI
I need a ride to the
Cleveland area this weekend'
I will help with gas a to-is!
Call Beth 3/2-4513

Congratulations Julie
on being NE region secretary o'
the year Way to go1

III ill!

eOwiiNGGetlN. 133 1361
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Whoopi Goldberg in

SISTER
ACT 2:

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M INDP ICE
HOCKEY - JAN. 18. W.C BASKETBALL - JAN.
18. M BASKETBALL JAN. 19; M.W TEAM
HANDBALL • JAN. 20 ENTRIES DUE IN 130
FIELD HOUSE BY 4 00 P M ON DUE DATE

BACK IN THE HABIT

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED BASKETBALL OFFICIAL MANDATORY CLINIC
JANUARY 19. 7-10 P.M APPLY IN 130 FIELD
HOUSE BY 1/1094. TEAM HANDBALL
OFFICIALS MUST ATTEND MANDATORY
CLINIC JANUARY 20. 7-10 PM APPLY IN
130FIELDHOUSE BY 1/20794.
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Coming Attractions:
"The Three Musketeers"
"AdOam's Family Values"
"Gettysburg"

Jem Schaefer ("spray!", 'there she la, let'a
go!", behind the head wave); T-Bone and
Annie (Easycouii Babes, "we're not normal", "suck R up"); Di Boroa (Sunday night
movee, Good Tymee, complaining, "you
fool", spring break); Dl, Tar-Tar, Debs, and
Moms (Panama CM. Jack Wags, tunatlsh
turd smsiiln1 Taurus); Chris Haas (Peachman, "thank you somebody", Caspar,
pool games, "Cinnamon Girl", "send a
chopper!", long talks, laughs, snd censored memories) - Your friendships mean
so much lo me - thank you for the laughs,
tor caring, and for the memories. I will miss
you all SO much. Love snd Prayers. Jen.

Try..

OPBJS'
TUESDAY, JANUARY 11
4:30-6:30

BERRIES

;

Harshman Dining Center
Tuesday -Thursday
4:30-6:30 p.m. i
Cash. faculty/ Start charges &
Quantum 90 accounts accepted

YOU

Male rmte. needed Own bdrm.. equipped
kitchen, tlSO/mo Call Paul at 353-0169.

One female subleaser needed immed. tor
Spnng '94 Fox Run Apts. rent $175 price negotiable For more into call Kelly at 35? 4865

PERSONALS

AMERICA'S f1
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS

E |

Male or female rmte. needed. Across from
Downtown (bar). $1667mo. No utilities, own
bedroom. Call NOW 35? 6561.

Male subleaser for a 2 bedroom apt Please
call collect ASAP if interested (513)526-5553
Neil

Will Prepare Simple Tax
Low Rates

Start the semester oil
RK3HTI

NIGHTLY AT 7:15 8 9.30
NO PASSES

Female preferred. Across campus ($193 *
utilities) 352-0733 or 352-7208

Female sublease* wanted. Own room; close lo
campus, $160 rent. Call anytime, 353-5005
As* lor Sandy

NEEOA PHONE NUMBER'
WEHAVETHEANSWER
VOCEMAIL
ONLY $1295 A MONTH
CALL 1-80O-98VISTA

PERSONAL QUEST
Gel ready tor Spring Break "
Join PERSONAL QUEST
Keep your New Year's resolutions i
Join PERSONAL OUEST
Sal your (uness/wellness goats & reach them
Join PERSONAL OUEST
New semester. new YOUI!
For more information call-372-7482 or 372-2711
Personal OueM Kick OH
9pm.midnight. Thurs., Jan. 27th
Bowl n' Greenery
Sign up tor PERSONAL OUEST
in the SRC Mam Of'ice

fit VII

Female needed to rent great apt. lor Spring
Semester Desperate" Very low rent Call
352-6059.

SERVICES OFFERED

I
i

STYLE

Loving couple with Chnstian values hopes to
adopt an infant to be the brother or sister to
their 2 yr old adopted son. We will pay cost.
Call 1 706 397-1112 (colect).
Miscellany needs copy editorsl
Anyone interested come to the informational
meeting Thursday, January 13th al 7 p.m. in
the Commons at Wesi Hall (2nd Floor). Call
Michelle at 866-8725 or Shannon at 353-6627
if you have any questions. Experience or Jour
303 a plus' Internships available.
Show your artistic talents lo the BG campus.
Miscellany Magazine is looking for illustrator's
for its Spring issue. Anyone interested please
come to the informational meeting Thursday,
January 13th at 7 p.m. m the Commons at
West Hall (2nd Floor). Bring samples of your
work. Any questions call Michelle at 866-8725
or Shannon at 353-6627.
SIDEWALK SALE
January 10-14th
SRC Proshop
Shorts, sweats, i-shirts. racquets
All reduced!) Cheap. Cheap CheapiH

1 female needed tor 7 person house
across street fiom campus
930E WoosterSt
Call Carty Rentals 353 0325
or 352 7365
$700 entire semester
WANTED: i or 2 female sublease's to share
large apartment with 1 other person Available
IMMEDIATELY, rent negotiable Please call
352-1675 and leave a message

HELP WANTED
$700/wk. canneries. $4500/mo. oeckhands.
Alaska summer fisheries now hiring.
Employment Alaska 1-206-323-2672
"•• SPRING BREAK '94 ""
Cancun. Bahamas Jamaica, Florida A Padre1
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends and you' trip is F REE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (600)
328-7283
•EARN $$ WHILE TALKING ON THE
PHONE!!
Gain valuable experience m Marketing, PR A
Sales' Apply for Spring Teletund now through
January 18, 1994 Come to the Mleti Alumni
Center anytime between 8-5 and fill out an application Intenvews are on a first come/first
serve basis. The next call you make can mean
$$ in your pocket!
1994 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
STILL AVAILABLE. TASP' International is h.rmg motivated students to fill management positions throughout Ohio Earn $7,000-$8,000 this
summer while building your resume and gaining an interns hi p/co-op. Positions are open
but are filling quickly in Akron, Canton, Sylvanla, Maumee, Perrysburg, Lima, and all
Cleveland Suburbs. Positions are Tilled on a
first come first qualified basis
Caln-800-543-3792 io gam mors) information.
After school care for 9 yr. old W, Th. Fn.
2 306 30pm.Transp req 354-1506
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT fisher
ies.
Many earn $2,000 plus/mo. in canneries
or $3,000 • $6,000 plus/mo. on fishing
vessels Many employers provide room A
board and transportation Over 8.000
openings No experience necessary!
Male or Female For more information call:
1-206-545-4l55exr A5S44
Babysitter needed lo assist mother with 4
young children. 9-2 MF Can be divided between two people Call 354-7237.
Cashier Applications now being accepted at a
self-serve gasoline • convenience store. Apply
in person between 9am -3pm at our Corporate
OHice 181 1/2 S. Main St.. BG.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home, All materials prowled Send SASE to P.O. Box 395.
Olathe.KS66051
Evening Office Cleaning
8 • 10 hrs. per week
Own transportation required
Call 352 5822

( $ Money for College $ )
-^

SCHOLARSHIP SLAROI SEB

We are a reputable company headed by a
inanciai aid officer from a major university who
is genuinely dedicated to helping college
students and their families obtain money for
college. We match your individual
characteristics to over 150.000 scholarships
available for undergraduate and graduate
students. Many scholarships are awarded
regardless of grades, test scores, or
family Income.

WANTED

NEW! $60.00 processing foe inc-udes
Personalized (otters for you to send to
each scholarship sponsor!

EFFICIENCY
Spring Sem. $225/mo.
451 Thurstin Apt. 317
CALL Brad 352 5576

Send request or call anytime
(7days/24hr messaging):
510 Commonweatlh Ave »230
Boston, Ma 02215 Tel. (506)252-9011
'•Hurry Deadlines are Approaching' •

Get eheed with Eiperlencel
II you ere interested in finding a
job in the AdvemsmcyMerheDng fieldGOOOLUCKWITHOUTEXPERIEMCEI
But you can gain valuable expenence
alTheBONeira
The BG News had 3 positions available
next semester and several positions
tor neit year in ihe Advertising OepL
We are looking for ENTHUSIASTIC,
DEDICATED, EAGER individuals who
wanltoGETAHEADI

The Pnnceton Review, the nation's leader in
lest prep, seeks college grads to leach MCAT
courses part-lime Ideal candidate has great
siandardued leal scores, excellent acaderrw;
background, and great communication skills.
$15.00/hr and paid training. For more info, call
800 347 PREP

353-0325 ■ CARTY RENTALS
Now renting houses ft apartments
tor 1994-95 school year.
Listings available, renong fast
OH«e3l6E Merry.Api 3
Pick-up I'Simg or we Will mail.

Travel Abroad and Work. Make up to
S2.000-*4,000wmo. teaching basic conversa
Dona! English in Japan, Tanvan, or S Korea
No leaching background or Asian languages
required For mtormalion call: (206) 632-1146
ext.5544

Female subleaser-through May. East Merry
Apts. Own bdrm. A bath. $i80/mo. ft uti Call
353 9003 between 4pm-12am.

Houses ft duplexes br 1994-95 school year
12 month leases only, starting in May.
Sieve Smith 352-8917.

FOR SALE

Call 372-2606 tor details!
Housegir! wanted
Lunches and Dinners
Please call Brian 372-4347

Houses-1 A 2 bedroom apartments.
9 month • summer - year leases
352-7454

BEER MEISTER: Holds 1/2 and 1/4 KEG.
Ball/Prong, Good Cono
$375.00 o.b.o,
353-7916 Tim

Management opportunities. Arthur Victor Painting. Inc. is searching for ambitious students to
fill summer management positions throughout
the Midwest Complete training A held support
High income potential 1-800-775 4745
PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs m assembly, packaging, etc ?
Rate of pay is S4.2S per hour. Apply in person
between the hours of 900am and 5:00pm
(Mon.-fn.) at: Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc. 428 Dough St BG OH 43402
Part-time miscellaneous worker needed, flexible hours Hours may vary. Shoveling, painting, mowing etc. Position may last indefinitely if
'fiablo C.H35? 1_5?0_&ask'or Tim

Horn* Fitness Gym by Weslow
352 6365

S P P I is looking for individuals who want to
gam management experience next summer.
Earn $6000 to $10,000 per summer Positions
available throughout the midwest. Ca* Jeff
Gnffltt.1-600-667-1960.

Need more space in your room?
Rent a university approved loft from
SPACE SAVERS
and maximize your living space.
* Also Renting Refrigerators *

$99 00

Mac Classic 2/40 keyboard A mouse, original
box. $500 00 almost new Call 353 2445

352-6475

NEEDABED?
$50 for mattress & box spnng
Good condition. Call Dar or Tammy 352-6727

One bedroom fumishesd apartment
264 S College. 686-5425

Size 4, childs black figure skates. Never used,
sharpened, in perfect condition $45 0O.Call
823-3033

Rooms for Rent 11
Private Entrance. Close to Campus.
352 0317

FOR RENT

Sublease 2 bedroom apt. Ridge St Excellent
conditions, Laundry, Parking. Call Edwin
353 3308

Photo lab technician. Full or pt.-dme position
Flexible hours. Expenence in darkroom or automated color printing. Located in Perrysburg.
Call 1 672 0007
Responsible, reliable, experienced student io
watch 7 & 10 yr. old boys. Mon.-Fn.
3:30530pm Trans & rel req 352-6609,
leave mess age

Large 2 Bedroom Apartment 2 person
Max. $350 * Deposit ft utilities
Available now 669-3332

Camera 35 MM, Olympus C**1 full manual, 2
lenses, Sigma 35 70 MM plus 70 - 200 MM.
Sumpak flash. 6 yrs. old. $82S/new; sell $295
353-2164:353-2033

1 bdrm. apt ,3l7Man»lle,$3l0/mo. lor 1
person. Utii partially paid 287-3896

CARTY RENTALS
Subleasing single rooms for 2nd semester.

Wanted: Roommate to share
House $180.00 amonth and own
Room.. Call nights 354-8689
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
1 ft 2 Bedroom Apartments
AVAILABLE NOW!

Call 352-9135

Seasonal employment available as a whitewater raft guide m W.VA. Experience not required. Must be 19 years old. have current
CPR and first aid. Contact North American
River Runners, P.O Box 81 Hico. VW 25654.
1-600 950 2565 EOF

TUNE-UP

PADDLES

YOUR

SKIS

One of the largest selections of needlecraft in the area^, .
(including counted cross stitch Fraternity & Sorority i
Supplies)
Discount with Complete paddle purchase!

• DOWNHILL
•CROSSCOUNTRY
COMPLETE SKI
SERVICE
• Tune-ups
• Hoi Wax

• Mounting
• Engraving

Mon. & Fri. 10-8:30
T-W-Th-Sat 10-5:30
Sun 12-5

WE DO SNOWBOARDS, TOO'
- Quick Service THE

SKI DOCTOR
Culled Bindfig MUtUltrs A, Cruet S*m«UMd

Located in the Falcon House
.10
123 S. Main, B.G.
Ph. 352-3610

SCtie $rencij &not

200 S. Main St., Oownlown B.O. Phone 352-3148

wmm

BUY YOUR
BOOKS AT

THE STUDENT
BOOK EXCHANGE
The Staff of SBX would like to welcome back all
students and faculty of B.G.S.U. for the Spring 1993
semester and hope your holiday break was enjoyable.

Extended Hours For Rush
353-7732
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED OFF CAMPUS
PARKING IN REAR

.lAPEiCOe*,

Imports
Posters

Inde Labels

Local Musk'

Postcards
Videos
LP's *

$1.00 off
w/ thii 00
1/31 / V4

T - Shirts
Stickers
, *S*1

on al items priced So or narr No limit
Sale, ipatlol order, conilgnrrwnl. or tradei axrlude

MOSTLY USED AND, OF COURSE, THE NECESSARY
NEW TEXTS
-PLUSA COMPLETE LINE OF SUPPUES
BGSU INKPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
530 EAST WOOSTER

♦45.**.>.>.:.**.:.*.>

«►***.:..>♦*♦.:♦♦*

Undergraduate
Student
Government

• ost

Remember
17,000!

